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Abstract
As the technology progresses, a centralised database system has become an essential feature in the
modern industry. It allows a wide range of users manipulating the database concurrently from a
range of devices available on the market today. Currently, the client uses a paper‐based approach to
track scouts and manage courses which shows to be problematic and inefficient. This project is
aimed to create an innovative information management system for the sea scouts to aid their
knowledge development and help instructors track progress. The emphasis will be made on
producing a responsive front‐end, enabling the application to be used on a range of devices. The
report will discuss the process of developing such an application justifying all decisions and
discussing alternatives.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Problem
The Ajax Sea Scout RYA Training Centre in Thames Ditton focuses on teaching scouts of various age
and experience by means of weekly sessions which are run by several instructors. During each
session, a group of scouts are taught certain learning outcomes which will be assessed upon
perfection. Scouts can also use the session time to practice different skills, ensuring they are ready
to be assessed. The system will be used to capture and monitor the training achievements of sea
scouts as well as manage the courses and qualifications. Besides that, the system will assist
instructors in creating new events and courses, by means of quickly manipulating the data within the
database in order to produce a formatted output which can be used to review the system statistics.
Currently, the centre uses a paper‐based approach which proves to be very inefficient as records go
missing, resulting in scouts completing the same qualification several times. Similarly, the instructors
are unable to track each scout effectively because finding the required information is near
impossible. Furthermore, the paper based system requires significantly more time to reconfigure the
syllabus when the courses change. Additionally, when the course is being taught by multiple
instructors, the same data can be entered multiple times which leads to even more redundant
paperwork. All scouts complete qualifications which are divided into levels or stages of increasing
competence and upon completion they receive badges or certificates proving that. However, this
process can be time consuming because instructors must manually check what a specific scout has
completed and whether that is enough to receive a certificate and progress further.

1.2 Solution
The web‐based SeaQuals application with the centralised database will be developed in order to
solve the problems identified above. It will be accessible by all members from PCs, tablets and
smartphones simultaneously. The use of account privileges will limit the activities of each user
group, preventing inconsistencies with the database. Large emphasis will be made on the User
Experience (UX) of the application, because it is important that all members of varying age and
computer literacy skills can benefit from a consistent and dependable system. The SeaQuals
application is important because it will allow users to complete their responsibilities without having
to use paper, which is currently a major issue. Furthermore, the SeaQuals application is noteworthy
because it can be used as a testing ground for larger systems in situations whereby other RYA
training centres decide to switch to a web‐based application and will require a similar solution.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The goal of the project is to develop a responsive and dependable application, prioritising the user
experience design. The long‐term goal will be achieved by accomplishing numerous short‐term aims
targeted at providing various user functionality which will be measured using the SMART objectives.
1.3.1 Aims
 Flexible database model to support syllabus reconfiguration.
 Capture and monitor the training achievements of scouts.
 Enable scouts to track personal progress and sign‐up to events.
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1.3.2 Objectives
 Provide responsive and user‐friendly SeaQuals interface to manipulate all database tables.
 Each operation should provide action feedback and alert of errors within 2 seconds.
 Enable instructors to assess scouts.
 Display all components of a qualification on the scout’s enrolled course.

1.4 Previous work
This project develops some of the ideas of Soo (2014) application because it was not fully finished
and some vital functionality was missing. The primary focus of the previous attempt was the
database design which will be adapted in the current project. Furthermore, a menu layout was
selected which was valued by the client and therefore it will be explored in more detail throughout
this project. Based on the recommendations by Soo (2014), the following improvements must be
addressed in the current project to enhance the UX and use the best coding practices:
 Expandable menu must remain in the same state after page refresh.
 Provide date picker for the date input to improve UX.
 Reuse code to improve maintenance of the application.
This approach will save valuable time during the analysis and design phases. Having all major
requirements already captured saves huge amount of time because they can be shown to the actors
for approval, instead of eliciting each requirement from the stories during actor interviews. This also
means that the actors can look at the existing requirements and add few new ones which were not
covered before, but would greatly enhance the application. The core layout of the application can be
instantly created and analysed with the client in order to improve the functionality further,
addressing previous issues.

1.5 Project Schedule
The project schedule can be found in Appendix A.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The literature review will focus on researching the existing solutions and best practices for
implementing similar systems to SeaQuals. Since the application is intended to be used across
various devices, the key area of study will be responsive design and interaction. Nebeling and Norrie
(2013) describe responsive design as a new trend which enables the developers to build the layout
of the interface on a fluid grid which can “dynamically adapt to diverse viewing environments”. It is
important to understand how similar types of applications manage to be useful to a variety of
people who all have different usage patterns.

2.2 Responsive Design
Today, the market offers a vast amount of devices with wide‐ranging screen sizes as well as a variety
of browsers to access the internet. Therefore, it is important that SeaQuals is able to adapt to the
majority of these devices automatically, avoiding the implementation of different versions of the
application to match specific screen conditions.
Responsive design offers several advantages. One advantage is ease of maintenance, since only one
version of the application is required. New updates and bug fixing will have to be done on a single
version of the application. This strategy saves huge amount of time for the developers and keeps the
system maintainable. Wisniewski (2013) also mentions “users will experience consistent theme and
features” as one of the advantages because potential customers will have to get familiar with one
version of the application instead of having to adapt based on the device they are using. Once the
user adapts to the layout and menu, they can achieve their goals faster since every aspect of the
application will look familiar, independently of the device they are using.
When designing an application which is intended to be used on a majority of modern devices it is
important to consider whether it will use a ready‐made framework or the developer will create
responsiveness from scratch. Both approaches require a substantial amount of time because the
ready‐made framework will need time to learn and adapt to it. Similarly, creating responsive page
from scratch involves countless calculations and testing, besides coding. There are a few pre‐made
frameworks such as Zurb Foundation (2016), Skeleton (2016) and Pure (2016), however only
Bootstrap (2011) will be discussed in depth.
2.2.1 Bootstrap
Bootstrap (2011) is a free and open source framework aimed at helping the developers achieve
responsive front‐ends effortlessly. It is widely used by the developers due to easy integration,
informative documentation and a great support community who are able to resolve a majority of the
issues and provide suggestions. Furthermore, it comes equipped with the relevant JavaScript
components which can be easily adapted to the project, allowing the developers to focus on the
business logic rather than developing trivial interface additions. Being so popular, this framework
allows different developers to maintain the same application, as the code can be easily understood
by majority of programmers.
The concept of Bootstrap (2011) resides within a CSS file which must be attached to all application’s
pages along with several libraries in order to benefit from the framework. To be able to use the
7

responsive functionality of Bootstrap, the developer must write custom HTML tags to cater the
content for a specific screen size. Bootstrap uses a grid system with 12 columns in each row to tailor
the website to a specific screen resolution. The system manages to automatically find the device’s
screen size and resize all the content to match it using the information below which is a summary of
how the grid system works across all the devices: (Bootstrap, 2011)





Phones or devices with <768px screen – .col‐xs makes the column width automatic.
Tablets or devices with >=768px screen – .col‐sm makes the column width 62px.
Laptops or devices with >=992px screen – .col‐md makes the column width 81px.
Desktops or devices with >=1200px screen – .col‐lg makes the column width 97px.

2.2.2 Performance
It is important to keep in mind the loading time of the responsive application, because fetching the
required components can be time consuming on certain machines. Wisniewski (2013) suggests that
every responsive site “should be as lightweight as possible” and the developer should “measure
performance at every step along the way” in order to ensure the website performs equally well on
all platforms no matter what the screen size is, keeping the user experience same on all machines.
As such, element placement in the Document Object Model (DOM) have a significant impact on the
loading time of the application. According to Els (2015, pp.13‐14) it is best to put <script> tags at the
bottom of the page just before the closing </body> tag because when the server is busy sending the
resources placed in the <head> tag, the browser starts to download the files. This suggestion can
greatly reduce the total perceived time on a website with a high traffic from various devices.

2.3 Input Methods and Interactions
2.3.1 Input methods
Each category of the device available on the market offers multiple input and interaction methods. It
is valuable to examine how an ordinary person interacts with a touchscreen device, aiding the
developers in creating a user‐friendly application. Wolf (2014, p.112) points out that the horizontal
center can barely be reached when the device is being held in two hands implying that this area is
best to avoid for interaction methods. There are multiple ways to input data into the system:
 Physical and virtual keyboards – These typically use QWERTY approach and are by far the
most common way to input the data. Keyboards and keys can come in various sizes to match
the aesthetics of the user. Tracing is another way to input data using QWERTY keyboard.
 Handwriting recognition – Only available on devices with the touchscreen. The user would
write the word using their finger or stylus in the area provided and the system would
automatically convert it into a digital word.
 Voice recognition – Usually comes in two versions, either recording stage or processing
stage. Recording stage records the user’s phrase and then converts that into text, whereas,
the processing stage generates the text as the user speaks.
Smith and Chaparro (2015) examined each of the input methods mentioned above in a study
involving fifty participants aged 18 to 84 in order to discover the best input method for a specific
age‐group and task. The outcome of the study revealed that the most usable input method is voice
recognition and physical keyboard across all the age groups, however; younger adults rated tracing
and virtual keyboards higher than older adults. Nevertheless, voice recognition requires clear word
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pronunciation and absence of background noise to be effective. The SeaQuals application is aimed to
be used on a shore making this method impractical due to the background sounds of the sea. All
participants agreed that the handwriting method is not very usable. The error rates of both age
groups were identical using voice, physical keyboard and virtual methods. The older adults made
more mistakes than the younger adults, perhaps due to screen and button size. Such examination
clearly shows that SeaQuals must have a strong validation checking to prevent unwanted input,
because using virtual keyboard is unavoidable. The validation review can be found in Appendix B.
The overflow of displayed information can be arguably seen as a poor user interface design. Endsley
(2016, pp.3‐4) debates that “there is a huge gap between the heaps of data being produced and
disseminated, and our ability to find the bits that are needed” implying that a good design must
focus on delivering key data and all irrelevant information must be hidden until the user decides to
view it. Endsley (2016, p.79) also states that “information should be organised in terms of the
operator’s major goals” which further backs up the above stated assumption. Two relatively simple
approaches can be adapted to only present the required information to the user, making all other
information available, yet hidden. These approaches are Modals and Expandable Menu which are
explored in more detail in Appendix C.
2.3.2 Buttons
The button size plays an important role in the application’s functionality because they will be
frequently used in order to interact with the system. There are numerous guidelines from the
leading developers in regards to the button sizing, however neither take into the account the age of
the person. Jin et al. (2007) have carried out a study to find the optimal button size for the touch
screen devices aimed at older adults. As a result, they were able to reveal recommendations which
can be applied to the SeaQuals application in order to make it more appealing towards the adults.
Jin et al. (2007) suggest to use 19.05 mm square buttons to achieve high accuracy and fast response.
However, it is also worth noting that the button can be 11.43 mm square to achieve minimal
accuracy in cases when the button is not designed to be clicked very often. The median accuracy can
be achieved by using 16.51 mm square buttons which were also proven effective by this study.
Another aspect of the buttons is their security. It is important to consider actions which need to be
taken once the delete button is pressed. Yee (2002) points out that before any action is taken, the
information about it must be “accurate and available before” it is taken. Going back to the delete
button, the user must confirm this action before the system goes ahead, this is to make sure the
button was not miss‐clicked. In the confirm dialogue, the intended action must be clearly displayed
to the user, ensuring the user understands this change is irreversible.

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has exposed good practices of responsive design and gave suggestions to improve the
UX. Due to time limitations, it was not possible to explore each responsive design framework. Doing
so would allow the developer to measure the performance of each framework in order to select the
most suitable for the SeaQuals application. Furthermore, it would be highly beneficial to discover the
appropriate colour schemes for the outdoor applications. The project will aim to follow most of the
discovered commendations in order to achieve high quality end‐product which can be useful to a
range of people.
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The design and implementation phase must consider the following recommendations discovered
during the literature review:







Placing <script> tags just before </body> tag.
Using Modals to capture user input.
Fading‐out the area behind the modal and providing several exit options.
Adapting expandable menu to keep the interface clean.
Using at least 16.51 mm square buttons.
Alerting the user of all critical actions.
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3 Analysis
3.1 Introduction
During the analysis phase it is important to capture all actors’ goals and discover whether the project
is worth doing. The goals will be translated into requirements which will help design the SeaQuals
application to meet the client’s needs. Throughout this phase, a range of techniques will be used to
elicit key requirements making the end‐product as functional as possible. Furthermore, this chapter
will demonstrate several project management techniques which assist in planning and managing the
project throughout its lifecycle ensuring a punctual delivery.

3.2 SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis is used to discover strengths and opportunities of the project which can be used to
drive the project further. It also helps understand weaknesses and threats to the project as these
issues can be addressed at an early stage eliminating problems further down the project. This
analysis is ideal for this project as it measures a business unit and a proposed idea, suggesting
numerous ways to stand out in the market.

Figure 1 – SWOT Analysis
PEST is another analysis which could be used, however it is not relevant because it does not carry
out internal evaluations. Internal evaluation is important to this project as there are numerous
people involved and it is vital to identify strengths and weaknesses in order to address them. PEST is
primarily used to scan the environment. Political analysis is not applicable to this project as
government does not intervene with SeaQuals. Similarly, Economic analysis is irrelevant because
SeaQuals is not planned to deal with interest and exchange rates.
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It is clear to see from Figure 1 that the project has a great potential and therefore it is deemed safe
to proceed onto requirement analysis. The negatives have minor impact on the development
process, therefore they are not considered critical at this stage.

3.3 System Analysis
3.3.1 Stakeholder Analysis
An initial stage of the project was to understand the basic requirements of the project as well as
agree on the list of stakeholders through a meeting with the client. Every project has several
stakeholders who all have an interest in the business. Both, internal and external stakeholders
influence and are influenced by the business which directly affects the product. Below is an example
of stakeholder analysis, full analysis can be found in Appendix D.
Ajax Sea Scout RYA Training Centre
This organisation consists of Instructors, Principal Instructors and Curriculum Designers who run and
manage the courses for scouts throughout the year. It will be represented by the client: Graeme
Jones. The client will be attending weekly meetings to discuss progress and provide necessary
feedback. The application will benefit this stakeholder by eliminating all paperwork using the newly
created application. An automatic system will ensure all records are correctly stored within the
centralised database, easing data manipulation.
 Instructor ‐ They assess scouts during the course and award them qualifications. Instructors
are also in charge of running weekly ad‐hoc sessions where they can mark individual
components taught during the session.
 Principal Instructor ‐ They have same privileges as regular Instructors but additionally take
the role of course designers. Principal Instructors manage courses and other instructors on
the course and require the ability to add or remove instructor from the course. Furthermore,
they must monitor qualifications of all scouts in order to efficiently organise new courses to
cover new qualifications. As part of this role they must also organise various events
throughout the year, such as summer camps.
 Curriculum Designer ‐ They manage curriculum of the qualifications which are used by the
Principal Instructors during the course creation. Managing includes adding, editing and
deleting information about accreditors, endorsements, schemes and components.
Scouts
Scouts attend weekly training sessions during which they are being taught new components
necessary for a specific qualification. They do not attend weekly meetings with the client, however,
they can be asked to test newly developed features and provide feedback. Scouts will mostly use the
system to track their progress, check their personal information and amend it if required. The
primary benefit will be that the scouts and their parents will be able to track scout’s progress online,
ensuring the same qualification is not completed several times, which is the current problem with
the paper‐based approach. The system will also help scouts keep track of ongoing events which they
can attend by signing‐up through the application.
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3.3.2 Power/Influence Grid

Figure 2 ‐ Power/Influence Grid
As demonstrated in Figure 2, the stakeholders identified earlier have been categorised according
with their interest in the project. Such approach will aid in managing each stakeholder throughout
the project lifecycle limiting potential problems of communication. Power/Influence Grid shows who
has the most power over the project and ultimately helps make better project decisions as well as
find the perfect communication protocol with each stakeholder. However, to keep this grid accurate,
it must be updated frequently to reflect the interest throughout the project lifecycle. This could be
problematic because once the project has been analysed, it is very unlikely that the project manager
will go back and address this issue. Furthermore, it does not demonstrate the attitude towards the
project of each stakeholder. Various symbols can be used to outline that on the grid, but this
approach would be rather subjective as the manager would be approximating interest from the
stakeholder interviews.
3.3.3 User Scenarios
User scenarios are created to predict the user behaviour when interacting with the system. They
help identify primary goals and ultimately elicit key requirements. User scenarios are made‐up
stories about each user of the system which capture how the user interacts with the system. From
the stakeholder analysis, it was determined that the users of the system will be: Scouts, Instructors,
Principal Instructors and Curriculum Designers. An example of a user scenario is demonstrated
below, the remaining user scenarios can be found in Appendix E.
Scout:
Daniel is an 11‐year‐old scout who attends a sailing course every Wednesday and Saturday. As his
family has recently moved to a new house which is closer to his school, Daniel has logged into the
SeaQuals application in order to change his address. Navigating to the personal details page, using
his smartphone, Daniel managed to update his address and double checked that the rest of his
details are correct. Since he is already logged‐on, Daniel decides to check his components to discover
what he is missing to progress further. Once he makes notes of the things he needs to improve on,
Daniel logs‐out and goes outside to play with his newfound friends in the nearby park.
13

3.3.4 Use Cases
To gather the requirements of the system from the above user scenarios, after an initial interview,
numerous Use Cases have been created. Use Cases are typically used to identify, organise and
graphically illustrate the system requirements. Such diagrams help focus on each user of the system,
rather than the system as a whole, making it more detailed and ultimately revealing potential
problems early in the project. Additionally, Use Cases consist of narrative text which makes them
easily understandable by all stakeholders of the project. This is a real benefit since each stakeholder
can see what is scheduled to be delivered, avoiding surprises once the system is deployed. The
diagrams are created using StarUML which is the most popular tool for software modelling.

Figure 3 ‐ Scout’s interaction with SeaQuals

Figure 4 ‐ Curriculum Designer’s interaction with SeaQuals
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Figure 5 ‐ Instructor’s and Principal Instructor’s interaction with SeaQuals
In Figure 5, the Principal Instructor shares same goals with the Instructor and therefore it was
decided to use generalization to keep the diagrams understandable. For example; ‘Mark Scout’ goal
can be completed by both, the Instructor and the Principal Instructor, however ‘Add course’ only
belongs to Principal Instructor. The goal ‘Explore Qualifications’ suggests that when the Principal
Instructor decides to make a new course, they are able to inspect the volume of scouts who have
completed certain qualifications in order to better target these scouts during course creation phase.
Similarly, the goal ‘Audit scout’s qualification’ implies that the Principal Instructor is able to check
whether a particular scout has been correctly awarded certificate upon completion of a qualification.
3.3.5 Use Case Descriptions
Use case descriptions are used in conjunction with use cases in order to explore on the actor’s goal
and understand the interaction steps which are needed in order to achieve that goal. Furthermore,
use case descriptions consider alternative flows which help the developer capture potential errors
and provide constructive error feedback to the user, helping them get back on track. An example
which is applicable to all users is shown below, the remaining thirty‐seven Use Case Descriptions can
be found in Appendix F.
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While the use case descriptions are very useful, they also have several drawbacks. One major
disadvantage is the amount of time required to do use case descriptions for an entire project. It is
arguable that if the project is run by a qualified team then this is not seen as an issue, however in
terms of this project, where one person undertakes all tasks, it may be challenging. Another problem
is the necessity to fully know the system scope as that is how alternative flows are established.
3.3.6 Functional and Non‐Functional Requirements with MoSCoW
Functional requirements are the user’s goals and are used to define behaviour of the system. They
have been gathered from Use Cases in Figures 3 ‐ 5. The MoSCoW prioritisation is part of DSDM
framework and was used to help prioritise the most important requirements in order to start
designing and implementing them for the first release. Since this project is limited to 300 hours, the
MoSCoW prioritisation will help focus on the most important requirements first, thus ensuring all
the core features of the system work correctly. MoSCoW prioritisation divides requirements into
four types of priorities discussed below:
 MUST have – Minimal Usable Subset (MUS) of requirements which are essential to make the
system work and keep the project running.
 SHOULD have – These requirements are important, however, they are not vital for the
success of the project.
 COULD have – Requirements which could benefit the system, but are very unlikely to be
implemented due to time constraints.
 WON’T have – Requirements which will not be delivered due to lack of time or high cost of
implementation.
Figure 6 shows a selection of Functional Requirements; full list can be found in Appendix G.
Functional Requirements with IDs 18 and 19 in Figure 6 were elicited from previous work of Soo
(2014). They were both given Won’t have priority as they are considered out of scope by the client.
Non‐functional requirements shown in Figure 7, on the other hand, are used to describe attributes
of the system and are frequently used to judge the operation and quality of the system. Such
requirements must have clear goals and must be measurable against the provided criteria.
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Functional Requirements:

Key: PI – Principal Instructor, CD – Curriculum Designer
Figure 6 – List of Functional Requirements with MoSCoW
Non‐Functional Requirements:

Figure 7 – List of Non‐Functional Requirements
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3.4 Project Management
As a result of close consideration, it was decided to use DSDM/Atern Agile methodology to manage
the project and develop the software. This is done for the following reasons:
 User involvement will be strong due to weekly meetings with the client to discuss progress
and elicit detailed information for the specific components prior the implementation.
 Style of management will be dynamic because the use of iterations makes it possible to
capture new functionality obtained through feedback from the meetings with the users.
 The project is scheduled to last 300 hours; therefore, key priority will be time constraint. The
use of a deliverables plan will help keep the project on track.
 Single methodology for both; the project management and software development which
allows more time to be spent on the product, rather than paperwork.
 The use of prototypes will enable consistent delivery of the planned features and allow
showcasing of achievements during the meetings with the client. Moreover, each prototype
can be used as a testing tool to obtain feedback from the users.
Full methodology justification as well as risk analysis and timeboxes can be found in Appendix H.

3.5 Conclusion
Throughout this phase, the scope of the project has been clearly defined and numerous functional
requirements have been gathered in order to develop a system to match each user’s need. The
potential risks have been identified and tactics have been found to tackle each risk, avoiding delays
throughout the development lifecycle.
Due to nature of Agile methodology, some functional requirements are subject to change in the
future due to user feedback. It could be seen as a major problem at this stage, however, as the
project progresses and each requirement begins to be implemented, it is obvious that some
requirements would require a slight alteration in order fully meet the demands of each user.
Nevertheless, the analysis phase provides solid starting point for the project, allowing the manager
to gather feedback on the planned functionality and perhaps adjust certain features at an early
stage.
In order to improve the analysis phase, an interview with each individual user would be beneficial to
understand their goals in more detail. Such approach would greatly benefit the analysis phase
because the project manager would have a much better understanding of the current issues and
what is expected from the new SeaQuals application.
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4 Design
4.1 Introduction
The Design chapter will focus on planning how the previously gathered information will be outlined
in the SeaQuals application. This section will develop a suitable database design which will tailor to
the needs of all users of the system. Similarly, the design phase will begin developing the User
Interface (UI), paying attention towards the UX. The recommendations gathered during the
literature review and the previous work will be considered during the design phase. As such, various
complications will be logically solved prior the implementation, helping achieve the best solution for
this project which should greatly reduce the implementation time.

4.2 Database Design
4.2.1 Class Diagram
Class Diagram is a UML static structure diagram which shows classes and their attributes along with
the relationships with the other classes. Such diagram helps translate requirements into a data
model which can then be converted into an Entity Relationship Diagram.

Figure 8 – Class Diagram
As see from Figure 8, all major aspects of the user requirements have been directly captured into
this diagram, clearly showing four users of the system which were identified earlier. Furthermore,
Class Diagram illustrates how each class will interact with each other, helping establish clear
relationships during the Entity Relationship diagram development stage.
4.2.2 Entity Relationship Diagram
Entity Relationship (ER) diagram outlines objects which are required to help the business achieve its
goals. It represents data structure which can be translated into fully functional database.
Furthermore, ER diagram helps establish multiplicities by showing the amount of occurrences which
an entity can have with an instance of those entity types. Each table must have a unique primary key
(PK) which will help distinguish a specific record within the database and also aid in establishing
relationship with the other table as it can become the foreign key (FK) to show interaction.
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Before the final ER diagram is created, three normalisation steps must be carried out to ensure the
database is in 3rd Normal Form. Such form constitutes no data redundancy preventing Update and
Delete anomalies within the database.

Figure 9 – Entity Relationship Diagram
Figure 9 illustrates an ER diagram for this project which has been normalised to be in 3rd Normal
Form and fully meets the demands of the users. It has been significantly altered from the previous
development of Soo (2014) by introducing more tables, reworking relationships and changing the
attributes. This was done because the lack of tables destined limited functionality and irrelevant
attributes had negative impact on the performance of the database as well as required additional
space on the host. Furthermore, certain relationships were reworked to optimise queries.
The ER diagram logically structures all the necessary data into the appropriate tables which have
relationships between each other. Relationships are typically split into three groups; one‐to‐one,
one‐to‐many and many‐to‐many, however, many‐to‐many must be resolved by introducing
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intersecting table to support the model. For example, each Course must deliver one Qualification,
but each qualification may belong to many Courses, this shows one‐to‐many relationship. On the
other hand, many‐to‐many relationship can be seen between Course and User because many Users
can undertake many Courses and similarly, many Courses can be taken by many users. To help solve
this issue, a table called Enrolment has been introduced which will hold records about each user’s
enrolment on each course. Another great example which can be seen in Figure 9 is the Scheme
table. The table has relationship with two further tables, Endorsement and Accreditor. However, the
relationship is informing that a Scheme must have an Accreditor and it may have an Endorsement
meaning that a new Scheme should not necessarily have an Endorsement and can be left blank/null.
As seen from Figure 9, the ER diagram has been partitioned into three sections to show a distinction
between the intended functionality. Section 1 focuses on the users and their involvement within the
organisation. It generally deals with storing user details, group involvement, event attendance and
enrolment on the courses. The two tables which store roles can be seen as same, however, they
store different information. UserRole table stores the roles of the users within the system, such as;
Scout, Instructor, Principal Instructor and Curriculum Designer. Whereas, CourseRole stores the roles
of all the participants on a particular course, such as; Health & Safety and Shore Support. Section 2
concentrates on achievement recording which ensures each member of the system has the right
components completed for each qualification. It stores details which help tracks various components
and their assessment date. Section 3 emphasises on the curriculum which is delivered by the
organisation. This section is primarily accessed by Curriculum Designer who manages each table.
4.2.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions were discovered during the ER diagram creation phase:
 All new members will be classed as active.
 Each component will only belong to one qualification. (Some qualification components
overlap and therefore it was decided to take this approach)
 Same Qualification may be allocated to many Courses.
 System role differ from the Enrolment role.
 PersonalQualification and PersonalComponent tables will only store the details which have
been assessed by the Instructor or Principal Instructor. The components and qualifications
which have not been assessed will not be stored in these tables.
 awardBy will be the Instructor’s or Principal Instructor’s userID.
The reason for having a little amount of the assumptions is the clear understanding of the required
system by the client. The client could explain the intended functionality in detail, allowing the
developer to fully understand the scope and get insights into various complications in order to
design a strong ER diagram to match the requests.
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4.2.4 Data Dictionary
Data Dictionary is a very useful set of information to outline the structure of the database, clearly
illustrating format, structure and relationships. It also helps discover constraints and estimate the
optimal length for each field, keeping the workload minimal during the Implementation phase.
Relation Name

Attribute Name
userID
name
surname
gender
dateOfBirth

Data Type
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2

Length
5
30
30
6

PK/FK
PK

Not Null
•
•
•

DATE

•

User

Scheme

Topic

Course

Accreditor

email
contactNumber
isActive
password
groupID
roleID
schemeID
schemeName
schemeAcronym
accreditorID
endorsementID
topicID
topicName
typeID
courseID
courseName
courseDescription
startDate
endDate
location
typeID
qualificationID
accreditorID
accreditorName
accreditorAcronym

VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
DATE
DATE
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2

40
11
1
255
5
5
5
50
30
5
5
5
50
5
5
50
200

100
5
5
5
50
30

Other Constraints

•
•
•
•
FK
FK
PK

FK
FK
PK
FK
PK

FK
PK

CHECK ([dateOfBirth] >= ‘1900‐
01‐01’ AND [dateOfBirth] <=
now())

DEFAULT ‘y’

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 1 – Data Dictionary
As seen from Table 1, contactNumber is VARCHAR2 and not INT/NUMBER because they do not
recognise 0 as a number, for example; number starting 0788 would result in 788 when stored as an
INT or NUMBER format in the database. Furthermore, password requires 255 characters because it
will be hashed and therefore requires substantial amount of storage space. Majority of these
constraints are planned to be achieved by using specialised input fields and validation rules on each
input field within the SeaQuals application. Such strategy will alert the user of wrong input instantly,
before the form is sent into the database. This should greatly reduce the workload on the server. Full
Data Dictionary can be found in Appendix I.
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4.3 Interface Design
4.3.1 Menu Approach Consideration
Considering that the menu will play an important role in the SeaQuals application, it is necessary to
discover the perfect combination for all user types in order to keep the system consistent and allow
code reuse. A detailed discussion exploring three menu approaches can be found in Appendix J.
4.3.2 Menu Elements
As discovered during the literature review, menu elements play an important role in the structure
and functionality of the application. Figure 10 shows the final decision for the Expandable Menu,
clearly illustrating that each Menu Item 1 can have several Inner Menu Items. However, due to
limitation of this approach, the primary device for each user group must be taken into the
consideration when developing the expandable menus. This is because having more than two nested
items on the smartphone’s screen size makes it hard to navigate and find the required information.
On the other hand, if the primary device is a PC with a large screen, the expandable menu can have
several hierarchical expandable menus allowing the user to easily find the right information through
a limited amount of clicks.

Figure 10 – Expandable Menu Wireframe
Modals will limit the amount of nested expandable menus and help focus the user on their task.
They will be used to capture input from the user. Figure 11 demonstrates the final choice of Modal
design for the SeaQuals. The user must clearly see the title of the modal to understand what task
they are carrying out. Similarly, buttons should be colour‐coded to aid user select the right choice
and provide three ways of closing the modal, this was believed to be important during the literature
review. The user will be able to close the modal by clicking Decline, X button or clicking outside of
Modal. Closing the modal will not make any changes to the database since the query will only be
activated once the Accept button is pressed.
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Figure 11 – Modal Wireframe
Menu elements described above will surely have a positive impact on the UX as majority of the
recommendations discovered during the literature review were taken into the account, greatly
improving the navigability on the tablet devices and thus reducing nesting issues.
4.3.3 Menu Structure/Navigation
The menu structure is derived from a list of Functional Requirements for each user which were
gathered during the analysis phase. As seen from Figures 12 ‐ 15, each user group will have a unique
navigation which will prevent unwanted behaviour within the application since majority of the
functions do not overlap. However, there are some features which will be the same for everyone,
such as: Log‐in Page and Edit Personal Details. This clearly demonstrates that upon navigation to the
SeaQuals website, each member will be presented with an identical menu to help them access the
system. Similarly, each member is deemed to have a page which would allow them to edit personal
details, keeping the database as accurate and updated as possible.
Once the user enters the system, they will be presented with a top layer navigation menu which will
consist maximum out of four buttons. Such approach was chosen to achieve high clicking accuracy,
based on literature review findings. Following this approach, there will be no drop‐downs on the
menu buttons as they are deemed to be impractical on Tablets and Phones due to nesting issues. In
order to overcome this, expandable menu will be used on each page, which will neatly hide
irrelevant information until expanded by the user. Below are menu structures for all four user types.

Figure 12 – Menu Structure for Scout
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Figure 13 – Menu Structure for Curriculum Designer

Figure 14 – Menu for Principal Instructor

Figure 15 – Menu Structure for Instructor
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As seen from Figure 14 and Figure 15, Instructor and Principal Instructor share some of the menu
structure, this is because Principal Instructor can do every task of a regular Instructor. To achieve
such functionality, one page will be created for both user roles, however through the use of sessions
it will be possible to present all necessary features to a specific user role, preventing Instructor from
seeing the functionality of a Principal Instructor.
4.3.4 Pages
Plan shown in Table 2 helps decide how many HTML/PHP pages need to be created in order to fulfil
all user needs. As demonstrated, some pages will be accessed by multiple users which will be
achieved through the use of sessions, hiding and showing the required information to a specific user.
This approach limits the amount of space required on the host and keeps the system maintainable.
Page / User Group

home
scoutSettings
editPersonalDetails
curriculum
courseInstructors
memberInstructors
adminInstructor
login
register

Scout

Instructor

Principal Instructor

Curriculum Designer

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Table 2 – SeaQuals Pages
4.3.5 Activity Diagram
An activity diagram graphically represents workflow of an activity. It helps the developers to explore
alternative flows which can be elicited from the use case descriptions. StarUML software was chosen
to create activity diagrams for this project. The following conventions are applied when creating an
activity diagram, helping all stakeholders understand the flow of events for a user goal:
 To represent a start of an activity, a black circle is used.
 Actions are represented by rounded rectangles.
 Decisions are represented by diamonds. Decisions are typically written in square brackets
going off the diamond and the query is written on the arrow pointing towards the diamond.
 Bars are used to represent the concurrent activities.
 To represent the end of an activity, an encircled black circle is used.
 The arrows represent the order of the activities from the start to an end.
In order to interpret an activity diagram, it is generally good practice to start from a black circle at
the top and navigate down using the arrows, exploring various alternate paths of the activity. It can
be debateable whether the activity diagrams are necessary if the use case descriptions are created
outlining the similar information. However, an activity diagram is much easier to understand in
terms of the outcome of the decision, because a use case description only covers the alternative
flows, but the activity diagram illustrates exactly what happens if the alternative flow is selected.
Activity diagrams were developed to demonstrate all non‐linear navigation tasks, as shown in
Figures 16 – 18 below. It was decided not to create Activity diagrams for trivial tasks, such as; Add
Event and View Personal Qualifications because they follow a linear approach and hence would only
use‐up time dedicated towards the design phase.
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Figure 16 – Mark Scout Activity Diagram
Figure 16 shows two ways in which the Instructor and the Principal Instructor can assess scouts. This
goal can be achieved either by clicking Courses or Members buttons on the navigational menu. By
following each route, the outcome will be the same which should ease marking scouts. Similarly,
requirement View Scout’s Qualifications can be achieved by following same steps outlined in Figure
16 with the only difference being, the end goal.

Figure 17 – Log‐in Activity Diagram
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Figure 18 – Add new Component Activity Diagram
Figure 18 can be substituted for the majority of the Curriculum Designer’s requirements purely
because most of them follow same route in order to achieve different goal. An alternative to ‘Are all
fields correctly entered?’ decision step in this diagram, jQuery library can be used to validate each
field. As soon as something is entered into the input field, the system would instantly feedback to
the user without having to submit the form in order to check the validation. Using this approach,
decision step will appear after each input field.
4.3.6 Designing Expandable Menu
Before progressing onto sketches and wireframes, it is vital to understand how an ER diagram can be
used to create hierarchical expandable menu structure. Due to current technological limitations,
there is no software which would translate the database design into a logical user interface by
considering various relationships and dependencies presented in ER. Such functionality would be
highly beneficial for software development industries as it would produce wireframes automatically,
allowing the designers to save time and thus finish the project sooner. It could also be used to
instantly test the design proposition with the client during the meeting as altering the database table
is much faster than changing several wireframes. Since the curriculum designer is predicted to have
the most complex user interface with an enormous number of expandable menu elements, the
ontology will be explored in detail below.
Figure 19 demonstrates a section of the database which is directly concerned with the Curriculum
Designer’s functionality. The section has been converted into a diagram on the left to demonstrate
hierarchy and dependencies of all tables. This approach allows to structure the navigation intuitively
by illustrating the relationships in a linear method.
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Figure 19 – Translated ER Diagram
In Figure 19, the arrows play a vital role in describing the relationships as the arrow pointing up ()
show what the feature belongs to. Similarly, the arrow pointing down () shows what a specific
feature has inside it. The components are the fundamental part of the qualification and are
therefore deemed the central piece of the diagram. It is clear to see from the ER diagram that each
component belongs to a qualification and each qualification belongs to a scheme. Similarly, each
scheme belongs to an accreditor and an endorsement. However, each component has a topic and
each topic has a type. The following information allows the developer to easily establish the
hierarchy and design an expandable menu for the Curriculum Designer. Similar approach can be
used towards each user group to turn complex navigation into an easy and intuitive interface.

Figure 20 – Expandable Menu for Curriculum Designer
The expandable menu demonstrated in Figure 20 has been designed directly from the diagram in
Figure 19. It was discovered that the interface will have two top‐layer menus; Accreditors and
Endorsements. As the user expands the accreditor, they will be presented with the schemes which
belong to each accreditor. By expanding schemes, the user will be able to see qualifications of each
scheme. By expanding qualification, the user will be able to see types and topics further down.
Expanding the topic, the user will see components which have been grouped by type and ordered by
the topic. Such hierarchy is perfectly acceptable for Curriculum Designer as the primary device used
to carry out their tasks is estimated to be a desktop PC with a large screen size.
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4.3.7 Low Fidelity ‐ Sketching
Sketches were chosen to conceptualise menu structure of the application. Such approach is ideal for
planning main navigation features as they can be easily erased and re‐drawn in case the problems
are discovered. Previously identified menu structure for SeaQuals was considered and low fidelity
sketches were developed for all user pages. Furthermore, requirements of each user group were
logically split into expandable menu elements to keep every page well‐arranged and easily found.
Below are few examples of low fidelity sketches for SeaQuals, remaining can be found in Appendix K.

All users – Edit Personal Details

Scout ‐ Home

Principal Instructor ‐ Course

Instructor ‐ Members
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4.3.8 Medium Fidelity – Wireframes
After closely analysing sketches, numerous revised wireframes are developed using a Microsoft
PowerPoint. Being medium fidelity, further details are added onto each page to outline majority of
the user requirements. Such diagrams help visualise the end‐product and give the opportunity to
gather feedback from the client prior the implementation.

Curriculum Designer ‐ Curriculum

Scout ‐ Settings

Instructor – Course

Principal Instructor ‐ Admin

As seen from the wireframes above, each diagram is validated by Functional Requirements identified
during the analysis phase. Each requirement shown in yellow circles will be implemented on a
specific page to meet the needs of each user. It is clear that the button ‘Edit Personal Details’
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illustrated in the Sketches has been transformed into ‘Hello name, surname!’ because it was
determined that once this button element is clicked, each user will be redirected to the page where
they can securely amend their details. Furthermore, it was obvious to add separate ‘Log out’ button
which will be visible on all pages allowing each user to log out securely. This feature was left‐out
during Sketches phase which proves that developing User Interface (UI) in this order is very effective.
Above are selective examples of medium fidelity wireframes for the SeaQuals application, all can be
found in Appendix L.

4.4 Icon
Considering that the SeaQuals application will be used on a range of various devices, two icons were
created which will represent the application on all platforms. The process of developing the icons
shown in Table 3 can be seen in Appendix M.

Application Icon

Favicon
Table 3 – Application icons

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter focused on designing an application to match all user needs as well as follow the
appropriate design principles discovered during the literature review and the recommendations of
the previous project. A logical and efficient database model was created in this chapter which will
enable the database to be built and populated during the implementation phase. Similarly, a clear
and consistent user interface was developed which followed all recommendations. The time
limitation has prevented from developing a high‐fidelity prototype to test the overall layout of the
interface which would be valuable to identify navigation issues at an early stage.
There were a few difficulties which arose during this chapter, one of them being the application icon.
It is reasonable that the icon must be unique and distinct in order to be easily found on the user’s
device, and at the same time follow the scouting theme. However, there are no clear guidelines how
to achieve all that combined, therefore to overcome this, a number of tutorials have been examined
to understand the basics. Furthermore, a mood board was created to get inspiration from the scout
theme. Having done that, various icons were created which were all tested on the appropriate
devices to discover the most suitable one for this project.
Another difficulty which arose during this chapter was the use of Axure application. Axure is perfect
tool for Design phases as everything can be created in one place and easily amended, however due
to high cost it was avoided. A 30‐day trial could be used but seeing as this project is scheduled to last
longer, it would be impossible to go back and make changes to the design as a result of feedback.
Such limitation had little impact on the design phase because the Microsoft PowerPoint was used as
an alternative to overcome this issue.
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5 Implementation
5.1 Introduction
This implementation chapter will demonstrate the development of the SeaQuals application. It will
highlight the different tools and technologies used in order to provide the necessary functionality.
Furthermore, this chapter will discuss the limitations and problems encountered during the
implementation phase as well as give insights into various decisions taken. Similarly, it will showcase
the process of Graphical User Interface (GUI) and database implementation which were planned
during the design phase. The selected Agile methodology enables to change the requirements during
the iterations, allowing to alter the artefact after the feedback. Therefore, some aspects may differ
from the design chapter and all changes will be justified in this chapter.

5.2 Technologies and Architecture
5.2.1 Tools, Technologies and Resources
Notepad
The SeaQuals application is intended to be developed using the Notepad since it is the most
convenient way to write the required HTML, CSS, PHP and JavaScript code. It is a free software which
can be accessed on most PCs, making the project extremely portable. Alternatively, Dreamweaver
and Notepad++ could be used for the same purpose. A more complex Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) such as NetBeans could also be used, however, due to excess complication it was
disregarded. The alternatives provide syntax corrections, suggestions and make the code more
readable through the use of colour‐coding, however the developer prefers the clean interface of the
Notepad and therefore it will be used.
Bootstrap
As discussed during the literature review, Bootstrap (2011) will be used to make the application
responsive. This will allow more time to be spent on functionality aspect of the application, rather
than developing the interface components from scratch. As an alternative, responsiveness could be
achieved by manually programming the application to adapt content to a specific screen size.
Furthermore, the use of Bootstrap framework allows access to the responsive Modal, Bootbox and
expandable menu features which were deemed necessary during the design phase. This framework
provides all necessary components, such as navigation bar and buttons which have the
responsiveness already built in. By using this framework, the developer will save an enormous
amount of time.
jQuery Form Validator
jQuery Form Validator (2017) is an open‐source multilingual plugin which helps validate forms. By
using the specialised tags, the code does not need any heavy JavaScript, which is typically essential
for the client‐side validation. The plugin groups various functions into modules which require little
network traffic, making it ideal for the SeaQuals and similar applications. Although there are several
alternative validators, this particular example fully supports Bootstrap and uses its specialised tags
to identify correct and incorrect input. Furthermore, the plugin comes equipped with a wide range
of pre‐built validation rules and provides clear development instructions for new rules.
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phpMyAdmin
SeaQuals will be hosted on SiteGround and therefore FileZilla software will be used to connect and
manage the files on the host. There are several alternative hosting websites, however, due to
extremely good up‐time and instant support by means of live chat, this host is considered perfect for
the SeaQuals application. An alternative to FileZilla would be navigating to the host’s website and
accessing the files on the host through the provided GUI, which is time consuming. The database will
be developed using MySQLi and managed via phpMyAdmin on SiteGround’s host. MySQLi is an
advancement from MySQL by improving various features (implied by the ‘i’ in the name). MySQLi is
much safer to use as it prevents numerous SQL attacks, however an alternative PHP Data Objects
(PDO) abstraction layer could be used to achieve same goal and further secure SeaQuals. An
alternative to phpMyAdmin is MyWebSQL, though phpMyAdmin is sufficient for this project.
5.2.2 Architecture
Figure 21 below outlines a planned structure for the SeaQuals application. All interactions with the
application will be done through a browser. Presently, the majority of PCs, tablets and smartphones
have at least one of the popular browsers preinstalled, allowing instant access to web. This will
ensure that the application can be accessed from the majority of modern devices, independently of
the operating system. The browser will send an HTTP request to the Web Server which stores the
website’s components on a host PC and can be accessed via a specific domain. Once the required file
is found, the Web Server will send an HTTP response back to the browser and data will be displayed
to the user. In cases where the page is being populated from a database, the Database Server will
provide data to the Web Server which will generate an HTML/PHP page and send the response back
to the browser.

Figure 21 – System Overview
Each page of the SeaQuals application will have a number of tags in the <head> section which will
fetch the necessary libraries. The page will send a request to the specific host through the link
provided by the href attribute. Once the web server responds to the request, the page will be
formatted and delivered back to the user’s browser.

Figure 22 – Head tag of SeaQuals Application
Figure 22 demonstrates a <head> tag for the SeaQuals application. The first line specifies the
character encoding for this document, followed by the title of the page. The third line gives
instructions to the browser on how to control the scaling of the page through the meta viewport.
The same meta tag also sets the width of the page and initialises the zoom. This line is very
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important in terms of responsive design, because it allows the page to be automatically scaled to the
correct dimensions. The link tags fetch the necessary documents from various hosts. For example,
the first link gets the Bootstrap Cascade Styling Sheet (CSS) from the Bootstrap website while the
second link locates the local CSS file, written by the developer. Similarly, the remaining two links
locate the icons on the host and display them to the user when necessary. As an alternative to
providing a link to the bootstrap CSS file, it can be saved on a host along with the other CSS files,
however, due to frequent updates this approach is impractical. Currently, to change the version of
the Bootstrap CSS, the developer only needs to edit the href on each page of the application instead
of downloading the right file, placing it on the host and changing the links pointing towards it. This
has no effect on the performance and the loading time of the application, but significantly improves
the maintainability.
The SeaQuals application is intended to work closely with the database and thus a connection must
be established. This will allow the manipulation of the database through request/response cycles.

Figure 23 – Database Connection PHP script
In order to achieve high efficiency, a single connection file was created which had the configuration
details allowing the application to connect to the database. Such strategy allows easy
reconfiguration of the connection details as they will have to be altered in one document, as oppose
to doing this process on each page of the application. In section 2 of Figure 23, the database
connection file is presented (conn.php). The function mysqli_connect() requires four parameters
which enables it to connect to the right database. Each of the parameters is stored as a variable to
keep the code maintainable and readable. The host tells where the database is stored, in the case of
SeaQuals, the database is stored on the same host as the application, hence the localhost.
The username and password (which are concealed for security reasons) allow the connection to be
established. Lastly, the database name tells the function which of the many databases stored on the
host it should connect to. In the positive flow of events, the connection will be successful. However,
if there are problems, the function will die and output ‘Cannot connect’ to the user. The top section
of Figure 23 demonstrates the linking of the connection file (section 1) to each of the HTML/PHP
pages. Once the user opens a specific page, the page will automatically exit the current directory,
enter php folder and locate the conn.php file which will allow the page to connect to the database.
This process is unseen to the user.
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5.3 Implementing the Database
5.3.1 Creating Tables
The ER diagram created during the design phase is essential in creating tables within the database. It
gives clear structure for each table which means that the developer has to spend minimum amount
of time on this task. The database was managed through phpMyAdmin provided by SiteGround
hosting company. There are two primary approaches to creating the tables, each with their
advantages and disadvantages which are discussed in Appendix N.
5.3.2 Eliciting Data requirements
To populate the database with the relevant information, a meeting with the client was organised.
The meeting allowed the elicitation of key details about the data which is to be stored in each table.
Such an approach gave insights into naming conventions for the records, the amount of records each
table is estimated to store, and how each record will be used. The information provided by the client
was extremely valuable in terms of populating the database. This ensured that each table was
correctly implemented, allowing to specify input rules. Similarly, it permitted the examination of
whether the database can accommodate huge amounts of data without any fault, which is one of
the non‐functional requirements. The arguments shown in Figure 24 were gathered from the client.

Figure 24 – Elicited data requirements
5.3.3 Methods of Populating Tables
To enable the bulk population of the database, the above information was initialised to create an
Excel file with all the tables from ER diagram in separate tabs. This Excel file was then imported into
the database. By using an Excel file, the developer was able to save a vast amount of time as the
phpMyAdmin interface only allows operating on one record at a time. Figure 25 demonstrates a
selection of tables from an Excel file which have been developed using the arguments gathered from
the client. The enrolment table only shows partial data because there is a huge amount of records
stored there. This table is a perfect example of the value of bulk data population because it displays
a pattern in courseID and courseRoleID which could be copied and pasted into the correct cells. The
user type and the quantity of users required for each course is known from the arguments provided
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by the client. The userID was transferred from the User table to ensure correct user type undertakes
a correct role on the course. For example, users with courseRoleID of 6 are scouts, whereas the
remaining courseRoleID, userID are either Instructors or Principal Instructors.

Figure 25 – Data in the Excel file

Figure 26 – Data Imported into the Database Tables
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Once the Excel spreadsheet was finalised, it was imported into the database tables through the
phpMyAdmin’s menu. Figure 26 shows the tables which were imported from an Excel file into the
database. By adapting this approach the developer was able to populate database with a large
number of records in a matter of a few days which had a positive effect on the overall project
schedule. There are several alternatives to populating database tables which are discussed in more
detail in the Appendix O.
5.3.4 Generating user data
As the users play an important role in the SeaQuals application, it was necessary to populate User
table with dummy records to represent different user types. User scenarios created during the
analysis phase have greatly assisted in projecting the age of each user group. In order to keep the
model as close to real life situation as possible, the age of each user group was taken into the
account when generating users. Scouts are typically much younger than the Instructors and Principal
Instructors. The Fake Name Generator (2017) was used to generate users of the system. This tools is
suitable for the task because it allows to specify name set, country, gender and age before
generating users. Based on the supplied criteria, each generated persona has all necessary data for
the database table which can be easily copied. The gender was selected as ‘random’ to keep the
model equivalent, the name set was chosen as ‘England/Wales’ and country was ‘United Kingdom’.
The age was adapted towards each user group, where Scouts were in the 6‐21 age range and the
remaining user types were in the 22‐65 age range. There are several alternatives to the Fake Name
Generator (2017), though, easy and intuitive design makes it an ideal tool for the task.
5.3.5 Verifying the data population process
It was essential to verify that the data was correctly imported from an Excel file. In order to enhance
this process, the =ROWS() function was used to calculate the amount of rows there are in each table
stored in the Excel spreadsheet. The phpMyAdmin also provides statistics about the amount of rows
each database table holds which can be seen in Figure 27. Having identified the number of rows in
the database table and the Excel file table, it was a matter of comparison to ensure both figures are
equal. This process has showed that the data was correctly imported and all row figures were equal,
constituting bespoke correctness of the imported data.

Figure 27 – Database Records in each Table
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5.3.6 Querying the Tables
DML Statements
The SeaQuals application is designed to operate closely with the database which will store all the
details relevant to the qualifications delivered by the organisation. Since the application is projected
to be accessed from a range of devices with varying internet connection speed, it is necessary to
keep each query simple and efficient. Furthermore, it is vital to optimise queries which return huge
amount of data from numerous tables in order to improve response time and decrease the latency
of the application. This approach will also improve the UX because the system will be able to process
numerous requests promptly and concurrently. The Data Manipulation Language (DML) will
primarily be used to operate with the database in order to insert, update, delete and retrieve data.
Each query will store the data as a variable in order to increase security by escaping the SQL
injections and make the code more readable which will achieve high maintainability post project
completion. Several examples of DML statements are demonstrated in Appendix P.
Nevertheless, when it comes to reporting the table rows in the SeaQuals application, the queries
begin to have variation. The process of querying one table follows a linear approach whereby it is
necessary to SELECT the desired column names and specify the table name. This can be enhanced by
adding conditional statements and formatting options to output the values within the matching
criteria. As the system functionality increases in the complexity, it becomes necessary to query
multiple tables. Depending on the type of the required output, a range of JOIN statement types can
be used to link multiple tables together.
Join Statements
Moffatt (2009) provides a visual representation of the different JOIN types available to the
developer in order to help optimise each query and keep the system efficient. Based on the provided
diagram, several queries will be prepared to compare the response times as well as analyse the
generated output. The effect of this study will have a huge impact on the overall performance of the
application, significantly improving the UX. The fundamental difference between the queries for this
project lies between returning the database records with NULL foreign key and existing foreign key
values. Having established the scope, two types of queries will be tested to discover the most
appropriate type of JOIN for each category.
As demonstrated in Figure 28, only two types of JOIN statements could be used to retrieve the data
with the missing FK. This is because the remaining statements fail to return all required rows where
the FK is NULL. The query shown in partition 1 was carried out much faster than the one in partition
2. Considering that both queries only returned three rows, the time difference would be more
noticeable in a query returning one hundred records and as such, it was chosen to use left join
statements in cases when the query is expected to return all rows with the NULL Foreign Keys.
Several examples of queries used in this project can be found in Appendix Q.
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Figure 28 – Query with NULL Foreign Key values

Figure 29 – Query with existing Foreign Key values
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The JOIN statements shown in Figure 29 also outline a noticeable time difference. There are several
alternatives to achieving same task and therefore it is a perfect example to showcase the
optimisation strategy. The query is designed to retrieve all necessary course information which will
be displayed to the Instructor and Principal Instructor in the GUI. Since the course functionality is
projected to be used frequently, the loading time of the page and latency must be as efficient as
possible. The four alternatives outlined in corresponding partitions demonstrate the different types
of JOINs which could be used to obtain the same data from the database. The query in partition 1
clearly demonstrates the best time which is at least 60% faster than the nearest alternative in
partition 4. As a result of this study, majority of the SeaQuals application queries will use the
approach demonstrated in partition 1 in order to keep the latency as low as possible.
Another type of query which could be used is UNION, it allows to combine the results of several
SELECT statements into one. The statement requires both statements to return an equal amount of
columns in the same order with an identical data type of each. The UNION statement is mostly
applicable for situations where different user category details are stored in separate database tables
and it is necessary to provide login mechanism in one interface for them all. As all the users are
stored in single database table and all other tables are unique, the statement will not be used.

5.4 Constructing the GUI
5.4.1 Design Patterns
The SeaQuals application follows the Model View Controller (MVC) software architectural pattern in
order to separate concerns, achieve high maintainability, and tolerate easy modification resulting
from testing or client feedback. Furthermore, the MVC pattern allows code reuse which significantly
reduces the development time, sustains good page structure, introduces high cohesion and low
coupling among the software components. The Model part of the pattern is responsible for the
business logic; it processes the data and manages the rules to express behaviour of the application.
The View generates the output as a result of Model’s processing and displays it to the user. Lastly,
the Controller controls the data flow into the Model and updates the View upon change. The full
MVC pattern documentation applicable to this project can be found in Appendix R.
5.4.2 Developing Consistent User Interface
Creating page structure
One of the non‐functional requirements is to have a consistent user interface within the application.
This requirement was achieved through the use of CSS and the reuse of same components for all the
user groups. Furthermore, overlapping functionality of different user types was implemented on the
same page using sessions, which has allowed to show/hide specific features on the page.
Figure 30 demonstrates a basic page structure which was applied to all pages. It begins by specifying
the character encoding and setting the title of the page in the <head> tag. This is followed by
instructions to the browser on how to control the dimensions of the page and sets the initial zoom
of the page to 100%. It is then essential to reference the CSS libraries which will be used to style the
page. The icon and apple‐touch‐icon ensure that the favicon is displayed in the browser and that the
application icon is ready for situations when the user decides to add the application to their home
screen on a tablet or a smartphone.
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Figure 30 – Page Structure
The <body> tag is responsible for displaying the content to the user in the browser. The tag begins
by adding the navigation bar onto the page. It was decided to store navigation bar for each user in a
separate file and include it on the necessary pages. This separation of concerns has greatly improved
the quality of the project and introduced excellent maintainability since only one document needs to
be changed in order to alter the entire navigation bar layout for a specific user group. The Figure 31
shows the process of adding the correct navigation bar for the specific user. Partition 1
demonstrates the algorithm which detects the role of the user through session variable and requests
the correct navigation bar for the page. Partition 2 shows an example of the navigation bar for the
scout, however, all the other users have identical structure with the only exception of different
button names and the links.

Figure 31 – Navigation Bar
The markup language then proceeds onto initialising the layout of the remaining contents of the
page using the Bootstrap tags. The container class is required to enable the responsive grid on the
page, similarly, the row class specifies that the presented information should be within the same
row. Lastly, it is necessary to specify how wide the content of the page will be, in the case of
SeaQuals, all pages will use full 12 columns of the grid. Towards the closing </body> tag it is vital to
import all needed scripts, this is done in the following way to increase the performance of the page,
which was discovered during the literature review.
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Developing Expandable Menu
Having created the basic structure, it is logical to start adding functionality onto each page enabling
the interaction with the database. From the earlier chapters, it is known that each page will require
expandable menu elements to present various information in a neat way. The Bootstrap framework
offers the collapse plugin under the name of Accordion. It allows to create multiple expandable and
nested menu elements by providing all necessary code and CSS which must be attached to the page.
The Figure 32 shows an example of how the nested accordions were created using the Bootstrap
framework. Each panel has identical code apart from the id, data‐parent and href attributes which is
what differentiates each panel from each other. To achieve the correct behaviour, the earlier three
attributes must be unique to each accordion, because if they are not unique there is no possible
method to distinguish each one. This makes the accordion behave oddly and potentially not expand
at all. To achieve nesting, inside the panel‐body class shown in Partition 3, a new panel block was
added. Having established the pattern of creating nested expandable menu, it was possible to copy
and paste blocks from Partition 1 into panel‐body class shown in Partition 2 to build the desired
functionality. Of course, it was necessary to run SQL queries in‐between to dynamically generate
required panels inside each accordion which has allowed to give each panel a unique id.

Figure 32 – Expandable Menu code
The Expandable menu provided by Bootstrap had one major limitation which did not allow to click
the background of the panel to expand it. As shown in partition 1 of Figure 33, the only option to
expand the original panel was to click the title. Such approach was disliked by the developer and the
client. To overcome this issue, a CSS shown in partition 2 was written to overwrite the default
behaviour. The CSS has targeted specific accordion elements to define new behaviour and alter the
styling of the menu. With the help of CSS, it was possible to remove the underline of the button
when hovered and instead darken the panel background to show hover behaviour. Furthermore,
glyphicons developed by the Bootstrap were introduced to illustrate hints that the panel can be
expanded. By introducing these icons, it was made much clear that the panels can be expanded. The
partition 3 shows the finished look of the expandable menu, following the CSS changes.
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Having created the nested expandable menu, it was required to develop a style which will be
consistent for all user groups inside the panel. This inner layout is discussed in Appendix S.

Figure 33 – Expandable Menu changes
Saving the state of each panel
Another limitation of the Bootstrap framework prevented from automatically expanding the same
menu elements after page refresh which had a negative impact on the UX and must have been
addressed immediately.

Figure 34 – Saving state of each panel code
Figure 34 illustrates the code which was adapted from ratherBeKiting (2016) in order to remember
the state of each panel and expand them upon page refresh. The code utilises newly introduced local
storage functionality of HTML5 which allows to securely store large amount of data on the user’s
browser. The demonstrated code is stored in a separate JavaScript file and is attached to all needed
pages. This approach keeps the code modularised and allows to introduce changes easily. An
alternative solution would be a jQuery library which would save the state of each panel in a cookie
before page refresh and obtain that cookie after page refresh to expand all necessary panels.
However, having implemented and tested this approach, several critical bugs were identified, such
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as; slow loading time and security risks to the page which resulted in selecting the local storage
approach to overcome the issues.
Developing Buttons
From the literature review it is known that the buttons play an important role within the application.
Due to this, attention was payed towards developing and testing few variations of the buttons for a
specific functionality. Bootstrap provides large number of button types which alter in grouping and
colour, enabling the developer to quickly create few examples and inspect each one. The Figure 35
illustrates the three button approaches which have been selected for a particular task.

Figure 35 – Button types
The button in partition 1 demonstrates how the Edit and Delete functionality will be shown to each
user of the application. Clicking the 90% of the green area will allow the user to find editing
functionality, whereas by clicking the remaining 10% of the button will reveal a dropdown with
delete feature. This tactic will prevent all users from accidentally clicking the delete button which
will ensure that delete is only pressed when it is truly required. The partition 2 outlines a basic
button which will be used to carry out majority of tasks. Once pressed, it will carry out the necessary
functionality and report back to the user. The button group in Partition 3 will be primarily used to
provide global functionality on each page.
Through a meeting with the client, it was decided to provide a global button allowing the addition of
new content into the system for power users. This will save a huge amount of time for experienced
users as they will be able to carry out their task without having to navigate through the hierarchical
menu to find the required button. Clicking the button will reveal all the available Add options on the
page inside a drop‐down.
It is noticeable from Figure 35 that each button has an icon to represent the functionality. This was
done specifically to increase the intuitive use of application and reduce the time each user should
spend on each task. This can be seen as a major UX improvement as the user will only have to look
at the icon to understand what it does, as oppose to reading the button name. The glyphicons used
in this project have been supplied by the Bootstrap framework which means they are fully
responsive and are open‐source. To add a glyphicon onto a button, the <span> tag must be used
with the class of the specific glyphicon name. The glyphicons are treated like text which ensures they
automatically match the text properties defined in the CSS.
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Creating single page for several user types
As discussed in the design chapter, the Instructor and Principal Instructor will share several pages,
therefore it is vital to define a set of rules which will prevent unwanted behaviour, such as;
preventing Instructor carrying out tasks which are only intended for Principal Instructor. Based on
the Functional Requirements it is easy to deduct which functions should be overlapping and which
should only be solely available to a particular user type. In order to prevent Instructor from seeing
certain page elements and avoid creating new identical page just for Instructor, sessions were used.
Through sessions it was possible to establish the user role and tailor the content towards that role.
An example of this approach is documented in Appendix T.
5.4.3 Developing Modals and Bootboxes
Modal
As discussed in the literature review, the modal is a small pop‐up window which helps focus the user
on the task. The Bootstrap framework comes equipped with the responsive modals by default which
has greatly contributed towards decreasing the time spent on the implementation. They have been
primarily used to capture the user input and facilitate editing functionality for each user. Originally,
modals come in plain white colour which is not appealing to the user, therefore, it was essential to
develop a set of CSS rules to style them. The partition 3 of Figure 36 demonstrates the finished
modal style which has been altered to follow the colour scheme of the application. Furthermore, it
was necessary to introduce a button to delete all entered text from the modal to enhance the UX. To
achieve that, a button of type reset has been added which when clicked, deletes all the text from the
input fields. The modal has three exit options which has been learned during the literature review,
the user can close the modal by clicking X at the top, pressing Close button or clicking outside of the
modal in the faded‐out area.

Figure 36 – Modal Example
Partition 1 of Figure 36 demonstrates the code of a button which is needed to open the modal. The
data‐target attribute tells the language which modal to open if there are several on the page. It is
then necessary to give the same id to the actual modal, shown in partition 2. This will ensure the
correct modal opens each time. The modal has three main areas which are classed as header, body
and footer. The header is responsible for maintaining the title and the close button. The body
displays the input fields required to submit the form. The footer shows a number of buttons which
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assist the user in carrying out the task. Splitting the modal into three sections ensures all modals
follow consistent layout and makes them look more appealing since everything is in the right place.

Figure 37 – Modal Limitation
There is a major limitation of modals approach when it comes to nested expandable menu. It is
currently not possible to pass the information from the expanded menu into the modal to prevent
the user from entering the information which can be fetched automatically. The Figure 37
graphically illustrates the limitation. Once the user clicks ‘Add new Scheme’ button, a modal is
opened. However, the Accreditor could be automatically entered into the input field from the
context of the menu which would severely improve the UX. Though, due to various limitations of the
Bootstrap framework and jQuery, it is not possible to implement this.
Bootbox
The bootbox follows similar concept to a modal, but more simplified. The bootbox is a tiny JavaScript
window which is mainly used to alert or get confirmation from the user. It can be seen as an
alternative to the regular alert() or confirm() function provided by JavaScript which appear at the top
of the browser window. Partition 2 of Figure 38 demonstrates the code which is required to build a
bootbox. The function begins by setting‐up the title and the message, followed by the two‐button
styling. It is then necessary to write another function which will capture the boolean value of the
pressed button in partition 3, and based on the input, redirect the user. If the user confirms by
clicking Yes, the page will automatically redirect to the PHP page which will run an SQL query. In
order to open the bootbox, the button in partition 1 is given an onclick event which runs the
function when the button is clicked.

Figure 38 – Bootbox Example
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The bootbox requires a specific library attached to the page in order to run the function. It may be
argued that if the Bootstrap library is attached to the page and bootbox is part of the Bootstrap, why
is there a need to attach another library. This was done to keep each library as lightweight as
possible which ensures prompt loading time of the applications which were developed using the
Bootstrap. The Bootbox functions developed for this project are stored in an external file and are
attached to the parent page to follow the MVC pattern.
5.4.4 Validation Checking
Validation is an important aspect of the modern applications allowing to keep the data in the
database consistent and valid.

Figure 39 – Validation Example
The jQuery Form Validator (2017) was used to provide validation to all forms in the SeaQuals
application. The library comes equipped with various validation rules which can be easily applied to
all input fields. Partition 3 of Figure 39 shows how each field was validated by inserting data‐
validation attribute with the validation parameter. The JavaScript file which runs validation shown in
partition 1 is attached to all pages which require validation. In order to validate an input field, it is
only needed to add the library script onto the page and add $.validate(); function. It was necessary
develop custom validation rules which were not available from the library at the time of the
implementation. The library provided guidelines which assisted in writing custom rules. To write a
new rule, a unique name must have been created, followed by the rule logic. Lastly, it was vital to
specify the error message which will be displayed to the user to assist them in completing the form.
The default form came without any styling properties which was not user‐friendly. The form only
displayed the error messages to the user in black colour. To overcome this, another library was
imported which was written purposefully to style the Form Validator, nevertheless, there were
several bugs which were resolved by overwriting the properties using the project’s CSS file. One of
the discovered critical bugs moved the error text outside of the modal which made it invisible on the
form. To overcome this, the margin property was introduced into the CSS document which has
resolved the issue. The partition 2 demonstrates the final appearance of the form after the CSS
reformatting.
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5.5 Security Concerns
5.5.1 Protecting against SQL injections
SQL injection can be seen as a technique whereby a malicious SQL statement is inserted into the
input field. These types of statements are usually done to drop a table or retrieve sensitive
information from the database, causing huge problems for the developers. There are several
prevention methods to secure the website and avoid losing valuable data which can be easily
adapted in this project.

Figure 40 – SQL Injection prevention code
The code shown in Figure 40 was used on all input fields to prevent SQL injections. The code begins
by retrieving the posted parameter and storing it as a variable inside PHP. The stripslashes() function
removes all quotes from the strings, followed by mysqli_real_escape_string() function to escape
special characters. These two functions make it impossible to write SQL statements in all input fields.
5.5.2 Enabling SSL protocol
Considering that the SeaQuals application can only be access through the web, it was fundamental
to facilitate a secure connection between the user and the server. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
certificate was requested from the hosting company which has enabled to encrypt all the
transferred data using a strong cryptographic algorithm. The algorithm works by utilising one private
and one public key of randomly generated numbers to lock and unlock data between the server and
the user. Installing the SSL certificate was not enough to make the application secure as the users
would still be able to access the insecure application by changing the URL.

Figure 41 – htaccess file
To overcome this complication, an htaccess file demonstrated in Figure 41 was put into the root
directory of the project. The file is designed to add custom configurations to the Apache Web Server
which made it an ideal tool, allowing to automatically redirect all HTTP traffic to HTTPS website.

Figure 42 – Secure website demonstration
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Having enabled SSL and automatic redirection to HTTPS, the application’s domain can be seen as
secure, which is shown in Figure 42. The full security details can be found by opening the developer
tools in any browser and navigating to Security section which will permit to view certificates and give
an overview of the security features on the website.
The only complication during this task was the use of external libraries with HTTP links. The website
will not become HTTPS until all HTTP references are removed from the application’s pages. To
overcome this, the developer has found the libraries stored using HTTPS protocol and attached them
instead. This has allowed all content of the SeaQuals application to become secure.
Additional security measures can be found in Appendix U.

5.6 Conclusion
The implementation chapter focused on providing insights into application development process and
discussed several complications which occurred. The selected technologies have enabled to achieve
the Functional and Non‐Functional requirements established during the analysis phase. The
wireframes developed during the design phase have allowed to validate each page to ensure the
required functionality exists for all user types.
Since UX was the primary area of study, particular attention was payed towards the usability of the
application. The expandable menu was developed to match the client’s requests. To enhance the
application, the menu was developed by running short and optimised queries which returned
specific data, allowing to generate a layer of panels for each menu element. This had a positive
effect on the latency of the application and the general loading time of the page.
To improve the application, PHP Data Objects (PDO) extension could be used as an alternative to
MySQLi. The PDO is Object Oriented (OO), lightweight and secure, allowing to avoid SQL injections.
Such extension would add more security to the SeaQuals application and make the code
futureproof. PDO was not used as the developer was not familiar with this extension at the start of
the project, similarly, the application is not considered security‐critical.
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6 Testing and Evaluation
6.1 Introduction
To ensure that the SeaQuals application is fit for purpose, several tests have been carried out in
order to examine all important aspects of the application. Testing is an essential process during
software development lifecycle as it reveals bugs, odd behaviour and inspects whether the software
has achieved its objectives, such as functional requirements captured during the analysis phase. The
testing strategy covered in this chapter will focus on functional, non‐functional and usability testing
to guarantee that all aspects of the application function correctly prior to the software deployment.

6.2 Testing
6.2.1 Functional Testing
Functional testing is another name for black‐box testing which typically focuses on testing the
application against functional requirements. Several test cases are developed around the functional
requirements to ensure the expected output is provided for each input. Such test cases do not focus
on how the system produces the output, but instead whether a specific input matches the expected
output. Each test case must have a scenario and a clear expected output from which the result can
be easily determined.
Table 4 below demonstrates an example of a test case which was derived from the functional
requirement elicited during the analysis phase. It will be used as an example to demonstrate how
functional testing was carried out during this project. An image will be added to complement each
test case which will demonstrate the necessary steps required to thoroughly test the application.
Each requirement was carefully tested to make sure all flows of the activity are taken into the
account and appropriate outcome is shown in each scenario. Test cases assume that the user is
already on the correct page to carry out their goal. The FR ID shows what Functional Requirement
each test case belongs to; this brings transparency into testing. Table 4 demonstrates single
functional requirement test cases, the remaining test cases can be found in Appendix V.
ID

FR ID

SCENARIO

EXPECTED RESULT

RESULT

System opens modal which is displaying
user information held within the system.

Pass

1

1

1. User clicks ‘Edit Personal Details’
button.

2

1

2. User changes their name to 1234.

System displays an error message
informing the user that the name cannot
contain numbers.

Pass

3

1

3. User changes their name to Adam.

System validates that the entered value
only contains letters by showing green
tick in the input field.

Pass
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4

1

4. User leaves surname field blank.

System displays a red cross in the input
field and informs the user that the field
cannot be left blank.

Pass

5

1

5. User enters text into contact number
field.

System displays an error message
informing the user that the contact
number cannot contain text.

Pass

6

1

6. User enters surname and clicks ‘Save
Changes’ button.

System validates all input fields and
displays success message, suggesting
that the user must re‐log.

Pass

7

1

7. User logs into the system.

System displays user’s name as Adam.

Pass

8

1

8. User clicks ‘Change Password’ button.

System opens modal asking the user to
enter current password, create new and
confirm new password.

Pass

9

1

9. User enters Incorrect current password
and fills‐in other fields.

System alerts the user that the current
password is incorrect.

Pass

10

1

10. User enters correct current password,
creates new password and Incorrectly
confirms the new password.

System displays a red cross in the input
field and informs the user of the error.

Pass
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11

1

11. User enters correct current password,
creates new password, correctly confirms
new password and clicks ‘Save Changes’
button.

System validates all input fields and
displays success message, suggesting
that the user must re‐log.

Pass

Table 4 – Functional Testing example
The functional testing has focused on testing each FR to ensure each user goal can be carried out
correctly. It was essential to ensure that fields only accepted the right input and prevented from
entering excessive amount of characters, giving clear guidance if the user made an error. Similarly, it
was vital to ensure the drop‐down values are correctly generated from the database. Testing the
confirmation dialogue boxes has enabled to see whether they behave correctly when the user
closes, declines or accepts the change. It was also important to understand if the confirmation
dialogue boxes are shown during all important decisions.
Another benefit of code reuse has enabled to speed up the testing process because by reusing the
code it was only necessary to test one of the input fields to ensure that the remaining input fields
behave correctly. Stress testing each input field would require significantly more time but would not
reveal any bugs as the code was reused across the entire application. By following the same design
principles, the testing scenarios could be copied and pasted for majority of the tests. This is because
the implementation used same approach for different functionality.
6.2.2 Non‐Functional Testing
Non‐Functional testing aims to test the application against non‐functional requirements which were
established during the analysis phase. It tests how the system operates and the quality of the
offered service. Such testing demonstrates how dependable the developed application is, which in
turn affects the users’ trust towards the system. In the same way to Functional Testing, several test
cases are developed around non‐functional requirements to ensure that each criterion was met.
Table 5 shows a several non‐functional test cases which were derived from the analysis phase. It is
important to note that not all the non‐functional requirements will be tested. This is because some
aspects will be tested during the usability testing which will provide more accurate and meaningful
data. All non‐functional test cases can be found in the Appendix W.
ID

NFR AREA

1

Security

4

Security

5

Security

SCENARIO
Check password field in the Database
User table.
Access home.php using Instructor’s
account.
Access home.php using Scout’s account.
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EXPECTED RESULT
All passwords must be hashed
using sha1 algorithm.
System should automatically
redirect to the login page.
System should display the page.

RESULT
Pass
Pass
Pass

17

Security

18

Security

19

Security

20

Security

21

Security

23

Security

Access exploreQualifications.php using
Scout’s account.
Access exploreQualifications.php using
Principal Instructor’s account.
Recover password using the provided
password recovery functionality by
supplying correct email address.
Recover password using the provided
password recovery functionality by
supplying incorrect email address.
Login to the system providing correct
credentials.
Check that all 11 pages of the
qualifications are Secure.

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
generate new password and send
an email to the provided email.
System should display an error
message, informing the user that
provided email does not exist.
System must grant access to the
user and setup sessions.
The URL should display Secure and
address must start with HTTPS.

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass

Table 5 – Non‐Functional Testing example
The test cases 2‐16 were tested by manually changing the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the
page in order to access the functionality of a particular user type. This has enabled to check whether
the system is truly secure and does not allow arbitrary people to access pages by altering the URL. It
was not possible to test Availability of the application due to time limit. Typically, the availability is
measured several months after the application has been deployed to assess the frequency of service
malfunctions. This gives a clear overview if the system, allowing to establish availability figure.
6.2.3 Usability Testing
The usability testing is focused towards testing the developed application with the real users who
are not familiar with the application. The primary aim is to measure how intuitive and usable the
application interface is, in helping the users achieve their goals. Generally, users are requested to
complete several tasks while being observed in order to detect problematic areas of the application.
Such approach helps understand whether the application can be easily used by people with varying
computer literacy skills. Furthermore, a short interview with each tester is conducted after all the
tasks have been completed in order to gather the opinions about the usability of the application.
In order to carry out usability testing for the SeaQuals application, four people presented in Table 6
have been recruited. The aim was to find testers of similar age and computer literacy skills as to the
personas described in the user scenarios during the analysis phase. This approach will ensure that
the results are truly meaningful and thus can be used to evaluate the application. Furthermore, each
user was given a specific device to help them complete their tasks, this was done for two reasons.
Firstly, it ensures that the SeaQuals application is capable of running on a majority of the modern
devices with varying screen sizes and operating systems. Secondly, it allows the observer to gather
feedback from the testers about the usability of the application in terms of the UX.
NAME/SURNAME
<removed>
<removed>
<removed>
<removed>

AGE
18
38
50
23

ROLE

COMPUTER LITERACY
Intermediate
Basic
Intermediate
Proficient

Scout
Instructor
Principal Instructor
Curriculum Designer

DEVICE
iPhone 6
Galaxy Tab S2
iPad mini 4
Windows PC

Table 6 – Tester Information
The Table 6 presents a diversity of people and devices which were used to carry out usability testing.
The role represents which system user each tester will undertake. In order to estimate Computer
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Literacy level, each tester was asked to rate themselves based on the frequency of interaction with a
gadget and the difficulty of tasks they usually undertake. The device was chosen specifically for each
role because based on user scenarios developed during the analysis phase it was clear which device
each user group is most likely to use in order to carry out their tasks.
The tasks presented in Tables 7 – 10 demonstrate what each tester was asked to do. In order to
thoroughly test the UI, each tester was asked to do a number of different tasks. Each individual had
fifteen minutes to complete their tasks and further fifteen minutes were dedicated towards an
interview which allowed the observer to capture the feedback. Each set of tasks for a specific user
was strategically planned in order to make the user navigate across the system as much as possible
to familiarise with the UI design. Furthermore, most tasks differ for each user type in order to test
the majority of the important functionality. This approach will reveal whether the aim to keep all
pages consistent has been achieved.
Furthermore, each task had a time allowance because it is vital to understand how efficient the
SeaQuals application is in terms of allowing the user to complete their goal. It is reasonable that the
goal can be achieved eventually, therefore putting a time limit on each task ensured that the
navigation is straightforward and the interface is logically structured which aids the user in carrying
out their task. If the task could not be achieved within the estimated time allowance, it would be
deemed as a failure and further clarification from the tester would have to be gathered in order to
improve the application before deployment.
Scout
TASK
Login using the following credentials: U: scout@scout.com, P: scout678.
Find out which Group you belong to.
In personal details, change name to: Alex.
Discover which components you need to do in Spring 2017 Stage 1 Practical.
Log out and inform observer about finish.
Table 7 – Scout Tasks

TIME ALLOWANCE
3 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes

Instructor
TASK
Login using the following credentials: U: istr@istr.com, P: instructor756.
Navigate to Star Awards 2016 Theory Camp and view all enrolled Scouts.
Mark Holly Burton’s component with name Safety as complete.
View personal qualifications.
Log out and inform observer about finish.
Table 8 – Instructor Tasks

TIME ALLOWANCE
3 minutes
2 minutes
4 minutes
4 minutes
2 minutes
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Principal Instructor
TASK
Login using the following credentials: U: pstr@pstr.com, P: pins935.
Create new Course with name RYA Sailing with Spinnakers, set running
dates 25/05/17 – 26/05/16 of type Practical and enrol any 1 scout.
Change password to: prinins482.
View Events which are held in the system.
Log out and inform observer about finish.
Table 9 – Principal Instructor Tasks
Curriculum Designer
TASK
Create new account with email: curdes@curdes.com and P: 314picur.
Add new Scheme called Intermediate with Endorsement Shore and British
Rowing as Accreditor. You may select any suitable Acronym.
Rename Intermediate scheme to Intermediate Practical.
View personal details held in the system.
Log out and inform observer about finish.
Table 10 – Curriculum Designer Tasks

TIME ALLOWANCE
3 minutes
4 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes

TIME ALLOWANCE
5 minutes
4 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes
2 minutes

Each tester was asked several questions after they have completed their tasks. The questions shown
below were aimed to capture the feedback about the usability of the SeaQuals application:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the layout and theme consistent on all pages?
How difficult was it to find the right information in order to complete given tasks?
Are the interaction elements such as buttons and expandable menu large enough?
Were you satisfied with the help provided if you had done something incorrectly?
How difficult was it to enter the required information using your device?

Figure 43 summarises the responses and general feedback from each tester:

Figure 43 – Tester Feedback
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The usability testing has proven that all critical features of the system function correctly. They have
also validated Usability and Compatibility non‐functional requirements. It was discovered that the
selected design was suitable for all age groups with varying computer literacy skills. However,
several improvements were gathered which could add further benefits to the system. Firstly, by
allowing to enter data using voice recognition techniques, all users of the system would feel more
comfortable using the system. Though, as discussed in the literature review, voice recognition is
impractical for the SeaQuals application due to background sounds of the sea. Secondly, it would be
beneficial adding a star (*) into the modal to demonstrate that the information was edited but not
saved. This approach is used by a variety of the software companies to improve the UX, but due to
time limit of the project, this idea will be postponed. Generally, each tester was satisfied with the
application and could complete their tasks ahead of the time limit. This proves that the intuitive
design of the application was fully accomplished.

6.3 Evaluation
The Black Box testing focused on testing the developed SeaQuals application against the functional
requirements. The 161 test cases were carried out to fully verify that all the intended functionality is
present and works as projected. The further 51 non‐functional test cases ensured the quality of the
system is up to a high standard. These test cases were primarily aimed at testing the security, design
and compatibility features of the SeaQuals application because they were critical to this project. The
usability testing focused on assessing the functional and non‐functional requirements with the real
users who had no direct contact with the application before. This has allowed the developer to
examine the typical behaviour of the users when carrying out their tasks on a range of devices.
There were numerous issues in the testing phase which had several limitations on the testing
approaches. It was not possible to test performance and availability non‐functional requirements
because both require the system to be used by real users in order to make accurate estimations. It is
possible to measure the system availability and reliability using POFOD (Probability of Failure on
Demand) and ROCOF (Rate of Occurrence of Failures) which would give clear evaluations of the
system. However, the process of obtaining those figures is very lengthy due to repetitive tests which
must be done on the system. It is required to repeat same task at least 1000 times and make note of
the failure frequency, it is expected that ROCOF and POFOD figures remain as low as possible.
Another issue arose with the usability testing. The four recruited testers is not an adequate amount
to thoroughly test the system. It would be beneficial to ask at least four people with different
computer literacy skills to undertake one SeaQuals user role, using different devices which results in
sixteen people. This would provide data about the usage of the system from different perspectives,
allowing to make clear conclusions as a result of testing. Nevertheless, the lack of people with
needed computer literacy skills and time restrictions prevented from carrying out comprehensive
usability testing.
The aim of this project was to develop a perfect UX application to suit users’ needs. As a result, the
maintainability of the application and the written code was not tested. Having followed the MVC
pattern, the code is expected to be of high quality, but a Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) metric could be
used to quantify the written code to assess how complex the program is. By calculating various
properties of the code, the formula can be used to estimate how complex the code is. Ideally, the
number must be below 10 to demonstrate good coding standards. Because the project is complex
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and the developer was carrying out testing, it was not possible to carry out CC due to time
constraints. Similarly, unit testing could be used to test the features of the application as they are
developed. Unit testing is perfect for projects following an Agile methodology because after
refactoring the code, same unit tests can be instantly run to check whether the features are still
working. Considering that the project was aimed at developing GUI, unit testing would be irrelevant
because coding the test case would require more time than developing the functionality of the
application. This is because unit testing is aimed at testing model of the application instead of the
view. As such, a simulated environment would have to be created to test the GUI components.

6.4 Conclusion
The testing phase has strongly focused on testing the developed SeaQuals application to ensure all
the functionality requested by the client is present and works as intended. The 212 test cases and
further usability testing has demonstrated that the aim of the project was fully achieved. As there
were no critical bugs identified, it is logical to consider the application complete. Furthermore, the
application did not fail any tests, implying that the Agile methodology and the MVC pattern enabled
to develop a quality end‐product within the specified time. The issues of the testing techniques were
identified and limitations of each approach were documented.
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7 Critical Review
7.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on reviewing the completed project by discussing the achievements and
difficulties as well as providing recommendations for the future work. Critical analysis will outline
the positive aspects of the chosen approaches and suggest alternative strategies to the methods
which limited the potential of the project due to technological scope.

7.2 Achievements
As a result of this project, a fully responsive and dependable SeaQuals application was developed,
conforming to all requirements. Due to a strong communication with the client, the overall goal of
the project was achieved on time which was validated using the aims and objectives identified in the
introduction chapter. Similarly, the detailed testing has proven that all the planned features are
operating as intended and no critical bugs were revealed, implying that the application is ready for
the deployment. The primary focus of the application was the UX. Principles were explored during
the literature review to gain insights into best practices and understand the overall concept of the
user interaction on responsive systems. This has allowed the development of an application suitable
for all the user groups of the application which was verified during the usability testing.
The recommendations by Soo (2014) were adapted in the current project which resulted in a more
user‐friendly interface and enhanced the overall performance of the application. This project has
finished developing the SeaQuals application with all the required features. The use of the recently
introduced local storage HTML5 feature has allowed the limitations of the previous project to be
overcome and allowed the expandable menu to remain in the same state after page refresh, having
positive impact on the UX. Additionally, the date picker was provided for all date input fields, the
MVC pattern was used to improve the modularity and increase the maintainability of the
application. Each input field is automatically validated to prevent unwanted input, addressing the
input restrictions on devices with small screen. The use of sessions has allowed to decrease the
number of required pages, improving the performance of the application and limiting the amount of
space required on the host.
The design phase has considered all the literature review and analysis discoveries, enabling the
development of a menu layout from an ER diagram. Such approach has greatly benefited the UX as
the expandable menu was intuitively easy to use. The finished application was validated using the
wireframes to ensure the agreed style was consistently used throughout all pages. The database was
populated using a very large volume of dummy data which is closely related to the real‐life scenario,
allowing to assess the database performance and optimise certain queries to improve the overall
performance of the application.
The chosen Agile methodology has complimented the project by creating a strong communication
between the client and the developer. The use of iterations has allowed the development of the
planned functionality and capture the feedback from the client in order to improve the application
further. Each week, a meeting with the client was held to analyse the progress based on the project
schedule, developed at the start of the project. The chosen methodology aided in completing the
project on time with all the necessary functionality requested by the client.
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This project has improved the personal project management skills by introducing a real client into
the project. It was necessary to negotiate with the client, providing different perspective to the
solution in order to justify the chosen approach or conduct detailed interviews to elicit thorough
requirements. Similarly, the developer has explored several new tools and libraries throughout this
project such as jQuery and local storage which have saved vast amount of time and expanded the
overall knowledge. The local storage introduced by the HTML5 was a great feature discovered
throughout this project which has allowed to overcome the previous project limitations. Similarly,
the jQuery Form Validator (2017) was examined throughout this project which has assisted in
developing the validation rules. This project has also improved the grammar of the project manager
and significantly enhanced his formal writing skills.

7.3 Problems Encountered and Limitations
Significant limitations of the Bootstrap framework raised many problems during the implementation
phase as certain details were time consuming to address in terms of the UX. The section 1 of Figure
44 demonstrates the original style of the expandable menu which is not user friendly. This is because
in order to expand the menu, it is necessary to click the text as opposed to the entire panel. This was
resolved by overriding the rules within a new CSS file. Similarly, it was not possible to add buttons
onto panels, as illustrated in section 2. Doing so made the button inherit the behaviour of the panel,
expanding it instead of opening a modal for example. This issue was overcome by placing a button
inside the expanded panel, in line with the text. The approach required substantial time investment
to develop new styling rules and test them on all devices to ensure compatibility.

Figure 44 – Expandable Menu Limitations
Additionally, the Bootstrap expandable menu does not remember the state (collapsed or expanded)
of each panel before page refresh which meant that the user had to expand the hierarchical menu
every time the page was refreshed. This had a negative impact on the UX and was addressed
throughout the implementation phase. The solution made use of the local storage feature which
stores the id of each panel in an array once it has been expanded and removes it if the panel was
collapsed. The local storage is a perfect alternative to the cookies which are slower and less secure.
The SeaQuals application is projected to be used on smartphones and tablets which has enabled the
development of an application icon throughout this project. There are plenty of guides on creating
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the right size icons, however, the graphical design does not have any detailed tutorials. The process
of creating the right icon was time consuming because several mood boards had to be created to get
an inspiration from the scouting theme. Furthermore, it was necessary to test each variant on an
Android and an iOS devices indoors and outdoors to ensure the icon is visible during the sunlight
using various wallpapers.
As discussed earlier, the testing was limited by time. It was not possible to carry out POFOD and
ROCOF testing explored earlier as they are rather repetitive and require substantial time investment.
Similarly, the usability testing was carried out by only four people which is not an adequate amount
of people for an application of this standard. The lack of people with the needed computer literacy
skills and time restrictions prevented from carrying out comprehensive usability testing. However, it
is arguable that it is better to have at least some usability testing as oppose to none in order to
justify the UX design.
The flow of the project did not have any significant problems apart from the interpretation of the
requirements. Certain requirements were understood differently by the developer implying that it
was necessary to compromise on the specific features with the client. The nested expandable menu
was very appreciated by the client, conversely, the developer did not like it due to the page being
very crowded. While this did not have any direct limitation, the process of developing a hierarchical
menu which would be valued by both; the client and the developer was time consuming.

7.4 Future Work
Due to various limitations discussed earlier, it was not possible to accomplish all the desired details
throughout this project. Consequently, the following recommendations must be considered when
attempting to improve the existing solution:
1. Use PDO – The PHP Data Objects is a secure and lightweight alternative to MySQLi, allowing
to avoid SQL injections and thus decrease the development time and the lines of code.
2. Introduce Admin user – Adding this role would allow database tables to be modified securely
as opposed to authorising Principal Instructor to carry out all the system’s critical tasks.
3. Avoid using Bootstrap – This library is solely focused at providing responsive layout which is
not user‐friendly and requires huge changes to the provided CSS file. This process requires
expertise and is extremely time consuming to undertake.
4. Adding images to locations – Each course and event is held at a specific location which is
stored in the database. Adding an image onto the page to represent each location would
make the SeaQuals application more graphical and perhaps more aesthetically pleasing.
5. Adding suggestions to input fields – Certain data which is entered into the input fields can be
repetitive, however, it cannot be selected from a drop down. Adding suggestions to the
input fields can be achieved using the already discovered jQuery Form Validator (2017)
which would ease the data input and enhance the overall UX.
6. Destroying sessions – It would be advantageous to destroy a user session after a period of
inactivity for the security reasons.
7. Highlighting change – It would be beneficial to highlight that some details have been
changed but not saved on the system, an asterisk (*) is a common example used.
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The recommendations 1‐3 were not achieved in this project as these issues were discovered
belatedly and would require the entire application to be re‐developed which was deemed
impractical. However, the suggestions 4‐7 are easy to accomplish but due to time constraints they
were not implemented.

7.5 Legal, Social and Ethical Aspects
The personal data stored in the database fully conforms to the legislation (Data Protection Act 1998)
ensuring adequate use in accordance with the stated purpose which is stored securely. The data is
not transferred outside the EEA and passwords are hashed as recommended by Schmueli et al
(2009). Similarly, the user is instantly made aware of the cookies used on the SeaQuals application as
suggested by Oppenheim (2012, p.70). Bamrara (2015) discusses several security attacks and advises
key strategies to overcome these attacks, namely; authentication, password hashing and SSL. As a
result of that, the SeaQuals application uses SSL encryption to transfer data between the client and
the server. Similarly, each user in authenticated before granting access into the system, clearly
demonstrating that all the primary attacks have been addressed correctly.
Due to the system having multiple user groups, each user is limited in their privileges through the
sessions which prevent unwanted behaviour. From an ethical point of view it is important that
specific user groups are prevented from accessing information which they should not. This has been
addressed by introducing rules onto each page which check for a session attribute and only display
data if criteria is matched, resulting in a very secure application.

7.6 Conclusion
This project has been a valuable educational venture allowing to explore various technologies and
approaches used in the industry. It has also explored ways in which to tackle the problems and
limitations which arise throughout the development lifecycle. Having achieved all the system goals,
the project can be considered a success and used as a testing ground for the application of similar
type.
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Appendix A – Project Schedule
In order to keep the project on schedule at all times, a list of weekly deliverables is produced with
the client, demonstrated in Table 11. The list will be used to monitor and analyse the weekly
progress enabling to complete the project on time. Having clear targets will enable the project
manager to carry out tasks and capture feedback from the client on regular basis. It will also help
keep track of the overall progress of the project, ensuring all critical work is done on time.
DATE
07/10/16
14/10/16
14/10/16
21/10/16
28/10/16
04/11/16
11/11/16
18/11/16
25/11/16
02/12/16
09/12/16
16/12/16
23/12/16
06/01/17
13/01/17
20/01/17
27/01/17
03/02/17
10/02/17
17/02/17
24/02/17
03/03/17
10/03/17
17/03/17
24/03/17
31/03/17
07/04/17
11/04/17
14/04/17
21/04/17
24/04/17
16/05/17

DELIVERABLE
Initial ER diagram & Draft Proposal
SWOT Analysis
Proposal Deadline. 10%
Install all necessary software
Stakeholder analysis & TOC requirements chapter
No meeting. Establish PHP connection & populate database
Use cases, user stories, simple SQL and PHP report
List of requirements with MoSCoW and simple SQL INSERT query
Draft requirements chapter & Bootstrap interface
TOC Design chapter & sketches/wireframes
Early Prototype Demo. 5%
Requirements chapter & Navigation/Sequence diagrams
No meeting. Implement mock‐ups of key webpages & identify SQL queries
No meeting. Revised ERD, data dictionary and Key report 1
Draft design chapter & Key form 1
Test strategy & list of key reference material
Key report 2 & Design chapter
Key form 2 & TOC Review chapter
Identify most complex SQL
No meeting. Draft review chapter
Key report 3
Key form 3, TOC Implementation chapter & Review chapter
Key report 4 & Technologies and Architecture chapter
Key form 4 & second major section
Draft implementation chapter & Key report 5
Testing chapter & Key form 5
Identify viva‐oriented functionality & Implementation chapter
Introduction and Conclusion chapters
Appendices and References chapters
Last functionality implemented & complete draft report
Report Deadline. 70%
Viva Demo. 10%
Table 11 – Deliverable List

Since the project will adapt the Agile methodology, the following phases will be completed:
 Background research and familiarisation – at this stage it is necessary to discover what the
current solution to the problem is and research ways to help improve that.
 Analysis – used to investigate and prioritise requirements of the system by means of
interviews, SWOT analysis, user scenarios and use cases.
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 Design – during this phase the ER diagram is created, sketches and wireframes of the
application are developed.
 Implementation – the SeaQuals application will be developed with all the intended features
working correctly.
 Testing – last phase of the project where the application is thoroughly tested, all found
issues and bugs are resolved.
A Gantt chart is created to illustrate the basic flow of the project. As seen from Figure 45, it
showcases all major phases which will be carried‐out as well as a set of agreed deadlines from the
deliverable list.

Figure 45 – Project Schedule Gantt Chart
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Appendix B – Validation
With the tablet devices as the primary focus, a system for input error checking must be implemented
since the database full of redundant data is not the goal of this project. Based on the research by
Smith and Chaparro (2015) it is key to check all the required fields are filled‐in and are validated
prior the submission into the database in order to prevent errors. Kim et al. (2013) carried out a
study to measure whether the key sizes affected the typing using a virtual keyboard. They used four
different key size virtual keyboards in order to monitor the typing performance. Results show that
using the smallest virtual keyboard (13mm), the typing speed “was approximately 15% slower than
the other virtual keyboards” but the accuracy of the same keyboard “was 4.5% higher than the other
virtual keyboards”. This proves the tablet devices to be ideal for the SeaQuals as through the use of
smaller virtual keyboard, the input is bound to be more accurate. Furthermore, using the correct
validation rules on all fields can achieve high accuracy rates even by using virtual keyboards because
the system would automatically feedback to the user if something has been entered incorrectly.
Another method to limit the errors is through the use of specialised input field types, for example;
date input field for all areas where the date is required. Such strategy will prevent the users from
typing all invalid information by opening a date picker once the user clicks on that field, it would also
mask selected date into the correct format ready to be inserted into the database.
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Appendix C – Modals and Expandable Menu
Modal Information Gathering Approach
The first approach is to use modals shown in Figure 46 for new input which would make the overall
interface clear. The modal only appears when the user clicks a button to input something new into
the system or amend the current data. This approach allows to hide certain features in order to
prevent the distraction of the user when they are exploring the page content.

Figure 46 – Modal Example
Tidwell (2010, p.97) states that the modals are a great way to focus the user on the task by
eliminating all other application components. It is advised to use such option to get a confirmation
or obtain the user input, denying all other sorts of navigation until the user has completed the
request in the modal. Tidwell (2010, p.98) also notes that this is a “navigation‐related pattern” and
the developers must clearly indicate way out of modal, either through a button or an icon click
which should take the user back to the original page. It is important to give all users several exit
options, clearly indicating what will happen as a result of that. Another important aspect of modals
suggests that once the modal is open, the area behind must be faded‐out in order to help the user
carry‐out their task with a minimal distraction.
Expandable Menu Approach
The second approach is to use an expandable menu demonstrated in Figure 47. This approach was
already implemented by Soo (2014) and was proven to be very effective in terms of temporarily
hiding the irrelevant information. Furthermore, such menu was valued by the users of the system
because it allowed them to rapidly find the required information having little technical skills.

Figure 47 – Expandable Menu Example
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Blagatas‐Fernandez et al. (2009) have carried out a study to evaluate the different input techniques’
usability on the touchscreen devices. They believe that a good UI design and the input methods
greatly contribute towards the application’s success. For this research, two prototypes were created,
each with different layout and menu style. The outcome demonstrates that the navigation tasks with
scrollable view are carried out significantly faster when compared to the tabbed view, which could
be used as an alternative. 80% of the users agreed that the scrollable view is much easier to navigate
due to only having to use one hand as oppose to both hands when it comes to the tabbed view. This
study clearly shows that expandable menu is preferred way to navigate across the application, given
that the touchscreen is responsive enough.
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Appendix D – Stakeholders
An initial stage of the project was to understand the basic requirements of the project as well as
agree on the list of stakeholders by having a meeting with the client. Every project has several
stakeholders who all have an interest in the business. Both, internal and external stakeholders
influence and are influenced by the business which directly affects the product. The stakeholders of
this project are as follows:
Ajax Sea Scout RYA Training Centre
This organisation consists of Instructors, Principal Instructors and Curriculum Designers who run and
manage the courses for scouts throughout the year. It will be represented by the client: Graeme
Jones. The client will be attending weekly meetings to discuss progress and provide necessary
feedback. The application will benefit this stakeholder by eliminating all paperwork using the newly
created application. An automatic system will ensure all records are correctly stored within the
centralised database, easing data manipulation.
 Instructor ‐ They assess scouts during the course and award them qualifications. Instructors
are also in charge of running weekly ad‐hoc sessions where they can mark individual
components taught during the session.
 Principal Instructor ‐ They have same privileges as regular Instructors but additionally take
the role of course designers. Principal Instructors manage courses and other instructors on
the course and require the ability to add or remove instructor from the course. Furthermore,
they must monitor qualifications of all scouts in order to efficiently organise new courses to
cover new qualifications. As part of this role they must also organise various events
throughout the year, such as summer camps.
 Curriculum Designer ‐ They manage curriculum of the qualifications which are used by the
Principal Instructors during the course creation. Managing includes adding, editing and
deleting information about accreditors, endorsements, schemes, qualifications and
components.
Scouts
Scouts attend weekly training sessions during which they are being taught new components
necessary for a specific qualification. They do not attend weekly meetings with the client, however
they can be asked to test newly developed features and provide feedback. Scouts will mostly use the
system to track their progress, check their personal information and amend it if required. The
primary benefit will be that the scouts and their parents will be able to track scout’s progress online,
making sure the same qualification is not completed several times, which is the current problem
with the paper‐based system. The system will also help scouts keep track of ongoing events which
they can attend by signing‐up through the system.
Software Developer & Project Manager
Person in charge of the project. Current individual will be implementing the SeaQuals application,
managing the project and attending weekly meetings with the client to showcase the progress. This
project will help develop the skills needed to be an effective project manager, such as: time
management and decision making. Similarly, the project will benefit through an exploration of new
technologies which can be applied towards the application to minimise the production time.
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National Governing Body (NGB)
Governing bodies such as RYA, BCU and ARA are the accreditors of the qualifications which are being
delivered by Ajax Sea Scouts. The main benefit from the SeaQuals will be that NGBs will be able to
use the system to acknowledge the correct qualification delivery and provide feedback to instructors
in cases when certain qualifications are lacking content.
The Scout Association
The scout association provides activities to help scouts advance their knowledge through fun events.
SeaQuals will be a benefit because it can potentially be used to monitor what activities are highly
valued by the scouts which will ultimately help create new ones of similar type.
Child protection in Sport Unit
Safeguards children undertaking any kinds of sports, including scouting. The use of SeaQuals will
allow this organisation to check all the equipment is safe to use during the practical sessions and
that the instructors are not violent towards their scouts.
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Appendix E – User Scenarios
Scout:
Daniel is an 11‐year‐old scout who attends a sailing course every Wednesday and Saturday. As his
family has recently moved to a new house which is closer to his school, Daniel has logged into
SeaQuals to change his address. Navigating to the personal details page, using his smartphone,
Daniel managed to update his address and double checked that the rest of his details are correct.
Since he is already logged‐on, Daniel decides to check his components to discover what he is missing
to progress further. Once he makes notes of the things he needs to improve on, Daniel logs‐out and
goes outside to play with his newfound friends in the nearby park.
Instructor:
Michael, 38, is an instructor who uses his free time during the week to teach and assess scouts. At
the start of the session, using his tablet, Michael logs into SeaQuals and selects an appropriate
course which he will deliver during the session. He notices that the system is displaying one extra
scout who no longer attends this course, thus he removes the scout from the list and double checks
that all the remaining scouts are correctly enrolled. He teaches scouts various components during
the session. Michael then decides to assess a specific component for the current qualification.
Therefore, he navigates to the correct place and the system displays a list of scouts associated with
this component. Once the scout successfully completes the component, Michael marks the scout in
the system to document this.
Principal Instructor:
James is a 52‐year‐old principal instructor who commits majority of his time to sailing. Being a scout
from an early age, he dedicated all his life to sailing making him a perfect candidate for this role. As
he browses through the system from his tablet at home, he notices that majority of the scouts are
performing very well on their courses and for that reason decides to create a new course to help
scouts advance their skills. James quickly navigates to the course creation page and begins filling out
the vital information. Besides entering course name, running dates and location he also has to add
Instructors to the course who will teach it and enrols scouts who will be attending it.
From the other Instructor’s reports, James finds out that some scouts are lacking component
completion and decides to make a new event for them. James quickly checks the components with
highest incomplete ratio and creates an event for the upcoming bank holiday to help these scouts
catch up.
Curriculum Designer:
Amanda, 29, is a curriculum designer who undertakes this role concurrently with her studies.
Principal Instructor has asked her to capture the curriculum of a newly created qualification. Taking
her laptop, Amanda logs into SeaQuals and begins developing new qualification. She starts by
entering new qualification into the system which belongs to a scheme. Amanda ensures that the
required scheme exists and that it has the appropriate accreditor and an endorsement. Having
successfully created new qualification, she begins to add components of various types and topics
which must be completed by scouts. Upon successful creation of a new qualification, Amanda
reports back to the Principal Instructor through the email with her news.
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Appendix F – Use Case Descriptions
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit personal details
User of the system must be able to edit their personal information
Scout, Instructor, Principal Instructor, Curriculum Designer
Actor is logged‐in into the system
Updated personal details are saved
1. Actor clicks their name on the menu bar.
2. SeaQuals redirects the actor to the right page and displays personal
information held in the system about the logged‐in actor.
3. Actor clicks on the field that needs to be edited and inputs updated
information, clicks Save when done.
4. SeaQuals checks that new details are filled‐in correctly and updates
the database with the new data. Displays message telling the user
everything was completed successfully.
4a. If the details are incorrect, SeaQuals shows an error message and asks
the actor to try again.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:

View Personal Qualifications
Actor shall see a list of personal qualifications which have been completed
Scout, Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is logged‐in
A list of qualifications is displayed
1. Actor clicks on the enrolled course.
2. System displays a list of completed qualifications which belong to that
course.
2a. If no qualifications are completed, a message saying that will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:

View Associated Courses
Actor shall see a list of courses where they are enrolled
Scout, Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is logged‐in
A list of courses and role within them is displayed
1. Actor navigates to Courses page.
2. System displays courses where the actor is enrolled along with the
role on that course.
2a. If the actor is not enrolled on a course, a message saying that will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

View Progress
Actor should be able to view their progress in a specific qualification to
check what components have and have not been completed
Scout
Actor is logged‐in
Actor sees a list of components which are either completed or not
1. Actor selects their course.
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ALTERNATIVES:

2. System displays an enrolled qualification.
3. Actor selects qualification.
4. System displays all components of specific qualification clearly
showing which have and have not been completed.
2a. If no qualification is displayed, an error message with possible
solutions is displayed.
4a. If no components are displayed, an error message with possible
solutions is displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:
Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:

View Event
Actor shall see a list of events which they are able to attend
Scout
Actor is on Events page
Actor sees a list of events on the system
1. Actor selects an event.
2. System displays at least one event.
2a. If no events are available, error message is shown,

Confirm event attendance
Actor must confirm their attendance to the event to be enrolled onto it
Scout
Actor is on Events page
Actor is added to the list of attendees
1. Actor selects a specific event and clicks ‘Confirm attendance’.
2. System shows success message.
2a. If actor was not successfully enrolled onto the event, an error message
saying that will be shown.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:
split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

Join Group
Actor shall be able to join a group as part of their studies
Scout
Actor is on Groups page
Actor is successfully added to a group
1. Actor selects a group and clicks ‘Join’.
2. System displays a success message and shows the actor as a member
of the group.
2a. Show an error if the actor has not been added to a group.

Leave Group
Actor shall be able to leave a group if they no longer require it
Scout
Actor is on Groups page
Actor is removed from a group
1. Actor selects a group and clicks ‘Leave’
2. System asks for confirmation.
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ALTERNATIVES:

3. Actor agrees to continue.
4. System removes actor from the group.
3a. If the actor does not agree to continue, they shall be redirected back
to the page and no action should be taken.
4a. Show and error if the actor has not been removed from a group.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Course
New courses are required to deliver new qualifications
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
New course is created
1. Actor clicks Add new Course
2. System displays a modal window with required input fields.
3. Actors enters all relevant information and clicks Add.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Course
In cases when course information was entered incorrectly, an actor shall
be able to edit the course in order to correct the error
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
Course information is successfully updated
1. Actor finds specific course and clicks Edit icon.
2. System displays a modal window with course’s information.
3. Actor amends data and clicks Save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:
Split

Explore Qualifications
Helps actor create new course by examining the amount of scouts that
have completed specific qualification
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Qualifications page
Qualifications are displayed
1. Actor clicks Explore Qualifications.
2. System automatically fetches all qualifications displaying how many
scouts have completed each component.
N/A
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USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Instructor to Course
Instructor will generally deliver the course and manage the scouts on that
course
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
Instructor is added
1. Actor selects specific Course and clicks Manage Instructors.
2. System opens a modal window and displays a list of instructors that
are enrolled on current course.
3. Actor clicks Add new Instructor.
4. System reveals drop‐down with a list of possible instructors.
5. Actor selects appropriate instructor and clicks Add.
6. System updates the database and displays success message.
2a. If no instructors are enrolled, message saying that will be shown.
6a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Remove Instructor from Course
When there are too many instructors on one course, some might have to
be removed
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
Instructor is removed
1. Actor selects specific Course and clicks Manage Instructors.
2. System opens a modal window and displays a list of instructors that
are enrolled on current course.
3. Actor selects appropriate instructor and clicks Remove.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:

Search Instructor
Instructor shall be searchable within the system using first name
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Instructors page
A list of instructors matching search criteria is fetched
1. Actor enters name of the instructor and clicks Search.
2. System fetches all results.
2a. If nothing matches search criteria, an error message saying that will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:

Audit scout’s qualification
Before scout can progress onto a next qualification level/type, he/she
must be reviewed to check all details of current qualifications are correctly
entered into the system and scout can be awarded a certificate
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Scouts page
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POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Scout is moved to a next qualification level/type
1. Actor finds specific scout and clicks Qualifications.
2. System displays a modal window with all scout’s qualifications.
3. Actor clicks on the specific qualification that is deemed to be
completed, reviews it and clicks Audit.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add event
Events include ad‐hoc sessions and summer camps which are needed in
order to help scouts catch‐up with certain components. Events can also be
used to support advanced scouts by delivering new qualifications
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Events page
Event is saved and displayed to all members of the community
1. Actor clicks Add Event button and an interface pops up with the fields
that need to be filled‐in to create an event.
2. Once all the information is entered, the actor clicks Save.
3. System displays success message and adds event into the database.
3a. If the information entered has errors, the system will display an
error message and ask the user to try again.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Event
In cases when event information was entered incorrectly, an actor shall be
able to edit the event in order to correct the error
Principal Instructor
Actor is on Events page
Event information is successfully updated
1. Actor finds specific event and clicks Edit icon.
2. System displays a modal window with event’s information.
3. Actor amends data and clicks Save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

Add Personal Qualification
The Instructor and Principal Instructor shall be able to add personal
qualifications which they have completed.
Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on Edit Personal Details page
Qualification is added to instructor
1. Actor clicks Add personal Qualification.
2. System displays modal window with a list of available qualifications.
3. Actor selects the qualification from the drop‐down and clicks add.
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ALTERNATIVES:

4. System updates the database and displays success message.
3a. If the required qualification does not exist, the actor will have to
contact Curriculum Designer and request that qualification to be added.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add scout to Course
Each scout has to manually be added to the course
Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on the Courses page
Scout is successfully added to the course
1. Actor clicks Add student to Course.
2. System displays a modal window with a list of scouts that can be
added.
3. Actor selects the correct scout and clicks Add.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Remove Scout from Course
In cases when scout is no longer undertaking certain course he/she should
be removed to ease marking
Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
Scout is removed from course
1. Actor selects specific scout and clicks Edit.
2. System displays a modal window with relevant information.
3. Actor clicks Remove from Course.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:
ALTERNATIVES:

Search Scout
Scout shall be searchable within the system using first name
Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on Scouts page
A list of scouts matching search criteria is fetched
3. Actor enters name of the scout and clicks Search.
4. System fetches all results.
2a. If nothing matches search criteria, an error message saying that, will
be displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:

Mark Scout
Actor shall be able to mark scout who is enrolled on the specific course
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ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on Courses page
Scout receives pass grade for a specific component
1. Actor clicks on a specific component
2. System shows a list of students undertaking this component
3. Actor finds correct scout and ticks pass
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Deactivate scout’s account
If the scout decides to leave Ajax Training Centre, the account shall be
deactivated to prevent it from showing across the entire system
Instructor, Principal Instructor
Actor is on Scouts page
Scout’s account is deactivated
1. Actor clicks to view all scouts.
2. System displays all scouts held within system and their activity status.
3. Actor finds specific scout and clicks Deactivate under activity status.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add accreditor
An accreditor is needed for all types of qualifications before they can run
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on the Schemes page
New accreditor is saved
1. Actor clicks Add new Accreditor button.
2. SeaQuals opens up an interface with fields that must be filled‐in.
3. Once the required fields are filled‐in, the actor clicks Save.
4. If the information is correctly entered the system displays success
message and adds accreditor into the database.
4a. If the entered information has errors, the system will display an error
message and ask the user to try again.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Accreditor
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the Accreditor
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Accreditors page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects an accreditor and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
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displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.
split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Scheme
An actor shall be able to add scheme which is being accredited by
someone and can have an endorsement
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Schemes page
New Scheme has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Scheme button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about scheme and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Scheme
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the Scheme
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Schemes page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects a scheme and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Endorsement
An actor shall be able to add endorsement which will be used by scheme
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Endorsements page
New Endorsement has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Endorsement button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about endorsement and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.
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split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Endorsement
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the Endorsement
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Endorsements page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects an endorsement and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Qualification
An actor shall be able to add qualification which depends on scheme
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Qualifications page
New Qualification has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Qualification button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about endorsement and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Qualification
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the Qualification
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Qualifications page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects a qualification and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:

Add Component
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DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

An actor shall be able to add component
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Components page
New Component has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Component button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about endorsement and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Component
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the component
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Components page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects a component and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

Split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Topic
An actor shall be able to add topic which groups components
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Topics page
New Topic has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Topic button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about endorsement and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

Edit Topic
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the topic
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Topics page
Changes have been successfully saved
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BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Actor selects a topic and clicks edit icon.
System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:
BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Add Type
An actor shall be able to add type which will define topic
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Types page
New Type has been successfully added
1. Actor clicks Add new Type button.
2. System automatically opens modal window with requires input fields.
3. Actor enters relevant information about endorsement and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.

split
USE CASE:
DESCRIPTION:
ACTORS:
PRECONDITIONS:
POST CONDITIONS:

BASE SCENARIO:

ALTERNATIVES:

Edit Type
Actor shall be able to edit attributes of the type
Curriculum Designer
Actor is on Types page
Changes have been successfully saved
1. Actor selects a type and clicks edit icon.
2. System opens a modal window with editable fields and fetched
information.
3. Actor changes certain details and clicks save.
4. System updates the database and displays success message.
4a. If there is problem updating the database an error message will be
displayed.
4b. If new details have validation errors, an error message will be
displayed.
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Appendix G – Functional Requirements
ID
REQUIREMENT
PRIORITISATION
1
Edit personal details
MUST
2
View personal qualifications
SHOULD
3
View associated courses
MUST
4
View progress
MUST
5
View Event
MUST
6
Confirm event attendance
MUST
7
Join Group
MUST
8
Leave Group
SHOULD
9
Add course
MUST
10
Edit course
SHOULD
11
Explore qualifications
MUST
12
Add instructor to course
MUST
13
Remove instructor from course
SHOULD
14
Search instructor
SHOULD
15
Audit scout’s qualification
SHOULD
16
Add event
MUST
17
Edit event
SHOULD
18
Import scouts
WON’T
19
Export scouts
WON’T
20
Add Personal Qualification
SHOULD
21
Add scout to course
MUST
22
Remove scout from course
SHOULD
23
Search scout
MUST
24
Mark scout
MUST
25
Deactivate scout’s account
COULD
26
Add accreditor
MUST
27
Edit accreditor
SHOULD
28
Add scheme
MUST
29
Edit scheme
SHOULD
30
Add endorsement
MUST
31
Edit endorsement
SHOULD
32
Add qualification
MUST
33
Edit qualification
SHOULD
34
Add component
MUST
35
Edit component
SHOULD
36
Add topic
MUST
37
Edit topic
SHOULD
38
Add type
MUST
39
Edit type
SHOULD
Key: PI – Principal Instructor, CD – Curriculum Designer
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USER GROUP
Scout, Instructor, PI, CD
Scout, Instructor, PI
Scout, Instructor, PI
Scout
Scout
Scout
Scout
Scout
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Principal Instructor
Instructor, PI
Instructor, PI
Instructor, PI
Instructor, PI
Instructor, PI
Instructor, PI
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer
Curriculum Designer

Appendix H – Project Methodology
Methodology
As a result of close consideration, it was decided to use DSDM/Atern Agile methodology to manage
the project and develop the software. This is done for the following reasons:
 User involvement will be strong due to weekly meetings with the client to discuss the
progress and elicit detailed information for specific components prior the implementation.
 Style of management will be dynamic because the use of iterations makes it possible to
capture new functionality obtained through feedback from the meetings with the users.
 The project is scheduled to last 300 hours; therefore, key priority will be time constraint. The
use of a deliverables plan will help keep the project on track.
 Single methodology for both; the project management and software development which
allows more time to be spent on the product, rather than paperwork.
 The use of prototypes will enable consistent delivery of the planned features and allow
showcasing of achievements during the meetings with the client. Moreover, each prototype
can be used as a testing tool to obtain feedback from the users.
Agile methodology is very similar to the Waterfall model but the main difference is the introduction
of an iterative loop which enables the developers to go back and improve the product features. The
waterfall model was not chosen for this project because it follows a strict schedule where once
something has been done it cannot be changed which leaves no room for improvement. Moreover,
testing is only done towards the end of the project making it very hard for developers to find out if
the product actually works during implementation stage.
A range of other methodologies were considered but due to various limitation they were not
chosen. For instance; SCRUM methodology was not the right choice for this project simply because it
requires daily meetings. All the people involved in this project do not see each other every day and
organising meetings each day would be troublesome for all members. Similarly, PRINCE2 was also
disregarded because it offers no flexibility, in other words; product features cannot change after
negative feedback, and they would have to remain as they are. It is clear that each limitation would
have a significant impact on the project, making the selected DSDM/Atern Agile methodology ideal.
Risk Analysis and Contingency Plan
Risk Analysis and Contingency Plan allow the project managers to understand the problems they
must look out for and recommends the plans that must be applied to avoid them. A number of risks
outlined in Table 12 are directly translated from SWOT analysis because each threat must be
addressed at an early stage. Such strategy benefits the project manager by reducing the amount of
issues they need to worry about, as the risks are identified at an early stage and a plan to tackle each
risk is established in advance.
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RISK

LIEKLIHOOD

IMPACT

RATING

MITIGATION PLAN

CONTINGENCY PLAN

1. Not finishing project
in time

Low

High

Medium

Avoid:
Use timeboxes

Implement what is
finished

2. Skill shortage

Low

Medium

Low

Control:
Learn from guides

Re‐organise tasks

3. Budget for tablet
devices

Medium

High

Medium

Accept

Get a bank loan

4. Loss of tablet devices

Medium

Low

Low

Transfer:
Insure each tablet

Buy new tablet

5. Users reject the
prototype

Low

Medium

Low

Monitor:
Users sign off at the end of
each prototype testing

Re‐assess
requirements of the
project

6. Corrupt files

Low

High

Medium

Control:
Routine back‐ups

Recover from back‐up

7. Database failure

Low

High

Medium

Transfer:
Let the hosting company back‐
up

Recover from back‐up

8. Natural disaster

Low

High

Medium

Control:
Back‐up in different locations

Recover from back‐up

9. Failure to follow
methodology

Low

Low

Low

Control:
Read books and get help from
supervisor

Follow methodology
guide

10. Hosting cost is too
high to maintain
SeaQuals

Low

Medium

Low

Accept

Place ads to obtain
revenue

11. Data is not correctly
stored within database

Low

High

Medium

Avoid:
Read regulations and follow
them

Refactor data to
follow regulations

Table 12 – Risk Analysis and Contingency Plan
Generally, it is best to closely monitor risks which have a high likelihood, impact and overall rating
because they would have the worst repercussions on the project, potentially ending it. In cases
where all the figures are low, it is best to keep an eye on them but not do anything significant as it
could cost more money and require more time in the long run. All of the risks are considered to have
either quality, time, functionality or cost effect on the project which would all have a negative
impact on the workflow and the project in general. As there are no risks with high rating, all other
risks identified and strategies found to tackle them, it is considered safe to proceed with the project.
Timeboxes
Another technique of DSDM methodology is timeboxing, it allows the developers to work towards a
goal during an agreed period of time. It is an excellent tool because it manages the risks as well as
time, helping the projects to be successfully completed on time. Timeboxing groups all the
requirements based on MoSCoW prioritisation in order to create short sprints where a number of
requirements must be completed within the agreed amount of time. Once one timebox finishes,
another one starts, thus preventing developers from going back and finishing up the work from
previous timebox. Such strategy ensures that everyone is working at their best and prevents the use
of contingency time, allowing more time to be spent implementing the functional requirements. It is
important to consider requirements that depend on other requirements, such as: Edit course cannot
be done before Add course because there will be nothing to edit.
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Figure 48 ‐ Timeboxes of the Implementation Phase
This project is scheduled to last 24 weeks and use 300 hours, this works out to be 12.5 hours a week.
It was decided to only do timeboxes for the Implementation phase which is planned to last 156
hours. During this phase, the SeaQuals application would be made which should consist out of the
majority of the functional requirements. It was agreed that each timebox will represent 12 hours a
week, proposing that 13 weeks will be spent on the implementation phase.
From Figure 48 above it is noticeable that two further requirements have been added which are
‘Log‐in to system’ and ‘Design database’. This is done because such requirements are not considered
to be user’s goal and therefore do not belong to Functional Requirements, however, they are two
very important aspects of the system which both require a substantial amount of time. ‘Log‐in to
system’ requirement will allow all users to securely access the SeaQuals application as well as
creating new account and recovering account. ‘Design database’ requirement also has high priority
because the application is planned to work closely with the database. This requirement implies the
creation of the physical database on the host from an ER diagram which will be developed during the
design phase.
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Appendix I – Data Dictionary
Relation Name

User

Scheme

Topic

Course

Accreditor

Event

UserEvent
Group
UserRole
CourseRole

Enrolment

Qualification

Personal
Qualification
Personal

Attribute Name
userID
name
surname
gender
dateOfBirth
email
contactNumber
isActive
password
groupID
roleID
schemeID
schemeName
schemeAcronym
accreditorID
endorsementID
topicID
topicName
typeID
courseID
courseName
courseDescription
startDate
endDate
location
typeID
qualificationID
accreditorID
accreditorName
accreditorAcronym
eventID
eventName
startDate
endDate
location
userEventID
userID
eventID
groupID
groupName
roleID
roleName
courseRoleID
roleName
enrolmentID
courseID
userID
courseRoleID
qualificationID
qualificationName
order
schemeID
personalQualificationID
awardBy
dateAwarded
userID
qualificationID
personalComponentID

Data Type
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
DATE
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
DATE
DATE
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
VARCHAR2
DATE
DATE
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
DATE
INT
INT
INT
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Length
5
30
30
6
40
11
1
255
5
5
5
50
30
5
5
5
50
5
5
50
200

100
5
5
5
50
30
5
100

50
5
5
5
5
20
5
20
5
30
5
5
5
5
5
30
30
5
5
5
5
5
5

PK/FK
PK

Not Null
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FK
FK
PK

FK
FK
PK
FK
PK

FK
PK

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PK
•
•
•
•
PK
FK
FK
PK

•
•
•

PK
•
PK
•
PK
FK
FK
FK
PK

FK
PK

FK
FK
PK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component

Endorsement

Component

Type

awardBy
dateAssesed
userID
componentID
endorsementID
endorsementName
componentID
componentName
topicID
qualificationID
typeID
typeName

INT
DATE
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
VARCHAR2
INT
INT
INT
VARCHAR2
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5
5
5
5
30
5
200
5
5
5
50

FK
FK
PK

•
•
•
•
•

PK
FK
FK
PK

•
•
•
•

Appendix J – Menu Approach Consideration
Considering that the menu will play an important role in the SeaQuals application, it is necessary to
discover the perfect combination for all user types in order to keep the system consistent and allow
code reuse. As the tabbed menu was deemed impractical during the literature review, it was
excluded from the current consideration. In order to correctly pick the right menu style for SeaQuals,
the following three approaches have been designed and tested, illustrated in Figure 49:
 Approach 1 – This is a frequently used approach on the websites with vast functionality. It
allows the user to navigate to various pages by clicking specific links or buttons. It helps the
user know where they are by keeping the breadcrumbs at the top of the page to trace the
navigation path and easily return to the previous pages.
 Approach 2 – The expandable menu which was previously implemented by Soo (2014) and
greatly valued by the users. Similarly, such menu was also preferred by majority of the users
based on findings during the literature review. Specific elements expand once the user clicks
on them, this allows to hide the irrelevant information and keep the interface clean.
 Approach 3 – Similar to the expandable menu, however, once the user clicks a specific link or
button, a new stackable interface opens‐up on the top layer of the page.

Figure 49 – Menu Layout Approaches
In order to select the best menu layout, a criterion was developed to ensure the menu matched the
needs of each user. SeaQuals is designed to be accessible by four user types: Scout, Instructor,
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Principal Instructor and Curriculum Designer. Each user group will be carrying out the following
tasks: Adding, Editing and Exploring content within the system. Having identified the constants, it is
necessary to consider the relevancy of each menu approach in terms of finger use, context, loading
time and responsiveness. The following information will help select the right menu approach.
The Table 13 below illustrates the findings from testing and research of each menu approach. The
advantages and disadvantages emphasise on the most important information which must be closely
evaluated at this stage. The remaining criteria was ranked 1 – 5 where 1 is low and 5 is high. The
responsiveness states how easy it is to make the approach adaptable to a majority of the screen
sizes, finger use demonstrates how easy it is clicking a specific element in order to navigate further.
Context shows how easy it is finding the required information on the page and the loading time
demonstrates how fast the page loads with all the required information fetched.
Menu Types

Advantages

Approach 1
BREADCRUMBS
 Quick access to
previous pages.
 Keep the interface
clear.


Disadvantages



Require many pages
to be developed.
Breadcrumbs can
consume a lot of
space on mobile
devices.

Approach 2
Approach 3
EXPANDABLE
STACKABLE
 Hides irrelevant information.
 Limits the amount of pages that need to be
developed.
 Provide easy navigation.
 Cannot achieve full
responsiveness and
as such not ideal on
 Cannot be heavily
tablets and phones.
nested on devices
 Requires excessive
with smaller screen
clicking to navigate
sizes.
back to the starting
page of the system.

Responsiveness

5

5

2

Finger Use

3

5

4

Context

3

5

4

Loading Time

5

4

4

Table 13 – Menu Layout Approach Discussion
The Table 13 clearly demonstrates that expandable menu is far more suitable for the SeaQuals
application when compared to the popular alternatives. While Breadcrumbs are shown to be
effective, they would require substantially greater development time and would poorly illustrate the
context. Similarly, it is relatively hard to click on the breadcrumb links as they are generally small in
size and as such this approach is not ideal for elder users. The stackable menu is relatively hard to
develop in order to achieve a full responsiveness to match the majority of the screen sizes.
Furthermore, such menu offers little context and the user would have to keep opening new pages in
order to discover certain elements. Both, the stackable and the expandable menu have scored a low
score in the loading time. This is because depending on the device and internet speed, the process of
fetching and displaying the information on one page could be time consuming. It is also important to
note the limitation of the nesting on the smaller screen sizes for expandable menu.
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Appendix K – Sketches

All users – Edit Personal Details

Scout ‐ Home

Principal Instructor ‐ Course

Instructor ‐ Members
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Scout ‐ Settings

Instructor ‐ Course

Principal Instructor ‐ Members

Curriculum Designer ‐ Curriculum

Break
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Principal Instructor ‐ Admin
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Appendix L – Wireframes

Curriculum Designer ‐ Curriculum

Scout ‐ Settings

Instructor – Course

Principal Instructor ‐ Admin
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Scout ‐ Home

Instructor ‐ Members

Principal Instructor ‐ Course

Principal Instructor ‐ Members

Break
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All users – Edit Personal Details
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Appendix M – Icon
Considering that the SeaQuals application will be used on a range of various devices, two icons were
created which will represent the application on all platforms. Table 14 demonstrates an Application
icon which will be seen as an application on the smartphones and tablets. Similarly, Favicon will be
shown to all users when they access SeaQuals from their PC using modern browsers. Users will also
see this icon in their bookmarks toolbar if they decide to add it there.

Application Icon

Favicon
Table 14 – Application icons

Each icon was developed in Adobe Fireworks which is a perfect tool for creating Portable Network
Graphics (.png) image format. Such format was chosen because it offers more colours due to bit
depth and higher compression rates which allow smaller files to download quicker, making it ideal.
In order to tailor the Application icon for the iOS users, an icon of 180px by 180px was developed to
match the design guidelines by Apple (2016). Similarly, to tailor the application for Android users, a
range of icons from 72px by 72px to 24px by 24px sizes were developed as suggested by Android
Developers (2016). The iOS device would automatically resize the icon to match the screen
dimensions whereas the Android device will pick the right icon from a range of supplied icons by the
developer in order to show it on user’s device to match the screen size.
On the other hand, Favicon was designed to be 32px by 32px as this is the ultimate size for an icon
which is predicted to be shown on all modern browsers. However, to be seen as Favicon by the
browser, the icon was converted into Icon (.ico) format. Considering the size of the icon, only two
letters were used to represent SeaQuals as transferring content from an application icon will make
everything pixelated and unseen to the user.
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Appendix N – Creating Tables
The Entity Relationship (ER) diagram created during the design phase is essential in creating tables
within the database. It gives clear structure for each table which means that the developer has to
spend minimum amount of time on this task. The database was managed through phpMyAdmin,
provided by SiteGround hosting company. There are two primary approaches to creating the tables
each with their advantages and disadvantages. The first method allows the developer to create
tables through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) provided by phpMyAdmin. As demonstrated in
Figure 50, this method is suitable for people with varying computer literacy skills because the menu
is rather intuitive and requires no coding. It prevents the user from entering incorrect input and
instantly alerts in case of errors, giving clear instructions.

Figure 50 – Table Creation Process in GUI
Alternatively, the second method is a more code‐based approach and focuses on the developer
writing SQL statements to create new tables. This approach uses Data Definition Language (DDL) to
define the database structure and allows the creation, alteration and dropping of tables. Figure 51
outlines the code required to create the same Scheme table as shown in Figure 50 using the SQL
query window of phpMyAdmin. This approach is primarily focused at people with a solid knowledge
of SQL because the language requires a specific structure in order to be executed correctly.

Figure 51 – Manual Table Creation Process
Both methods have issues with the foreign keys (FK) whereby they need to be manually entered into
the system in order to function correctly. Depending on the version of phpMyAdmin, the SQL
command might not fully recognise the FK reference shown in Figure 51 which will lead to the
database inconsistencies as altering the record in the parent row will not be replicated into the child
row. To overcome this limitation, a GUI approach must be used to correctly setup the FK constraints
which will be correctly recognised by the system. Figure 52 was partitioned into three sections to
outline the main steps in setting up the FK for this project. First, the FK must be made into an Index
which will allow it to be used as a constraint. Second, it is necessary to find the Relation view button
in the database table and click it. Doing so will open section three which will allow the relationships
to be established with the other tables.
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Figure 52 – Establishing Foreign Keys
The ‘On Delete’ and ‘On Update’ menus allow the developer to specify what the system should do
when the foreign key is deleted or updated. The following options are supported:
 Cascade – Once the parent row is altered, the change will be replicated to child rows.
 Set Null – Values that make‐up FK are set to null automatically.
 Set Default – Values that make‐up FK are set to their default values.
For this project, all FK constraints are set to Cascade ‘on delete’ and ‘on update’ because once the
parent row is changed, it is essential for all the child rows to follow that change. This will ensure that
all the data stored within the database is consistent and up‐to‐date. However, this approach has a
major drawback of accidentally deleting a parent row which will result in several child records being
deleted. To overcome this issue, the user will always be asked for a confirmation to delete a certain
record in the SeaQuals application.

Figure 53 – Created Tables in the database
In order to create tables for the SeaQuals application, a similar approach to the illustrated in Figure
50 was adapted. The developer has created each table from the ER diagram using the provided GUI
and established the necessary FK relationships though the use of ‘Relation view’ menu. This
approach will constitute bespoke data accuracy stored within the database. As seen from Figure 53,
all necessary tables have been correctly implemented, ready to be populated. Each relationship was
created and tested using dummy data prior populating each table with the required data.
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Appendix O – Data Population Alternatives
There are several alternatives to populating database tables with the necessary data. The first
approach allows the user to populate tables with the records through the GUI provided by
phpMyAdmin. This method is perfect for the tables which are designed to hold limited records,
namely the Accreditor and Scheme tables in this project. It can be faster to add a few rows into the
table using this method as oppose to creating an Excel file and importing it into the database.
Furthermore, the user does not have to consider different file formats accepted by phpMyAdmin
from which it can import new records into the table. However, this approach is not appropriate for
scenarios where a large amount of data needs to be entered within a limited time, which makes it
largely impractical for the SeaQuals project.
The second approach is targeted towards people who dislike working with the interfaces and would
rather use plain text editors to carry out their task. This method makes it possible to import data into
the database from a Comma Separated Values (CSV) tabular data file. However, setting‐up the file
for bulk data can be time consuming and requires huge attention towards symbols used within the
file. This is because each record must be separated by a comma and if it is not, it will not be
recognised by phpMyAdmin. It is also possible to write INSERT INTO statements in the SQL query
window to add new records into the table of a specific database. Arguably, this approach is also
estimated to be slow for bulk data population because writing each query is rather time consuming.
Furthermore, depending on the version of phpMyAdmin, it may not be possible to insert multiple
rows with a single query, simply because this feature is not supported. As such, multiple statements
must be written for each new database record which has a negative impact on the time. Due to time
and technological limitations, the above described alternative approaches were not used to
populate database tables.
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Appendix P – DML Statements
The INSERT INTO statement is primarily used to capture the input from a form and append the
entered information into the database table. Figure 54 shows an example of the INSERT INTO
statement used in this project. It was written to add new users into the system during the
registration process. The statement initiates by describing the operation type followed by the table
name where the data will be inserted into. Additionally, it is necessary to specify the table columns
which will be used in the statement. The values are the variables of the data which have been
posted from a form. It is vital to keep the column order same as the value order because the query
maps each column directly to the value specified in the statement. If the values do not correspond
to the columns, the query can insert wrong data into the column or potentially crash, depending on
the severity of the error.

Figure 54 – INSERT INTO statement example
The UPDATE statement is frequently used in the SeaQuals application as the primary focus of the
application is to allow easy reconfiguration of syllabus. By following this statement, the records in
the database can be easily updated to ensure bespoke correctness. Figure 55 shows an example of
the UPDATE statement used in the project in order to update the Course. To execute the statement
it is necessary to specify what database table is being updated, give the column names and
corresponding values which must be updated providing a unique reference to the row which is being
updated. Commonly, the unique column will be the primary key of the table, however, if the table
consists of composite keys, they must all be supplied within the statement.

Figure 55 – UPDATE statement example
The DELETE FROM statement can potentially be the simplest from the DML partition because it only
requires a value which uniquely identifies a row within the table and the table name itself. The
Figure 56 illustrates a statement which deletes an event from the system, it is accomplished by
supplying the table name and the PK of the table. Similarly to the UPDATE statement, it is possible to
provide composite keys which uniquely identify a row within the table. However, the database was
developed in a style where each table has a PK to keep each row unique helping optimise the
queries. As such, no composite keys have been used to uniquely identify a record in this project.

Figure 56 – DELETE FROM statement example
There are no alternatives to INSERT INTO, UPDATE and DELETE FROM statements purely because
they are in the simplest form in which the query can be written, which allows to achieve high
performance.
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Appendix Q – Queries
QUERIES
1. Counting the amount of practical components there are on a qualification.
SELECT COUNT(componentID) FROM Component, Topic WHERE Component.topicID=Topic.topicID
AND typeID='35' AND qualificationID='$qualificationID'
2. Counting the amount of scouts who are doing the theory components of a qualification.
SELECT COUNT(userID) FROM Enrolment, Course WHERE Enrolment.courseID=Course.courseID AND
qualificationID='$qualificationID' AND courseRoleID='6' AND typeID='36'
3. Listing all qualification components according to their type.
SELECT componentID, componentName FROM Component, Topic WHERE
qualificationID='$qualificationID' AND Component.topicID=Topic.topicID AND Topic.typeID='$typeID'
ORDER BY topicName
4. Listing all qualifications of a user enrolled on a course.
SELECT Qualification.qualificationID, qualificationName, schemeAcronym FROM Qualification,
Course, Enrolment, Scheme WHERE Qualification.qualificationID=Course.qualificationID AND
Course.courseID=Enrolment.courseID AND Qualification.schemeID=Scheme.schemeID AND
userID='$userID'
5. Listing all completed qualifications of a scout.
SELECT personalQualificationID, qualificationName, schemeAcronym, dateAwarded, name, surname
FROM PersonalQualification, Qualification, Scheme, User WHERE
PersonalQualification.qualificationID=Qualification.qualificationID AND
Scheme.schemeID=Qualification.schemeID AND PersonalQualification.awardBy=User.userID AND
PersonalQualification.userID='$userID' ORDER BY qualificationName
6. Listing all Ongoing Courses for Instructor and Principal Instructor.
SELECT courseID, courseName, courseDescription, startDate, endDate, location,
Course.qualificationID, qualificationName, schemeAcronym FROM Course, Qualification, Scheme
WHERE endDate>CURDATE() AND startDate<CURDATE() AND typeID='$typeID' AND
Course.qualificationID=Qualification.qualificationID AND Qualification.schemeID=Scheme.schemeID
ORDER BY startDate
7. Listing enrolled scouts on a Course.
SELECT enrolmentID, Enrolment.userID, name, surname, isActive FROM User, Enrolment WHERE
User.userID=Enrolment.userID AND courseRoleID='6' AND roleID='2' AND courseID='$courseID' AND
isActive='y' ORDER BY name
8. Listing all qualifications belonging to a scheme.
SELECT qualificationID, qualificationName, orderScheme FROM Qualification WHERE
schemeID='$schemeID' ORDER BY ABS(orderScheme)
9. Listing all components of a qualification, belonging to certain type.
SELECT componentID, componentName FROM Component WHERE qualificationID='$qualificationID'
AND topicID='$topicID' ORDER BY topicID
10. Listing all acquired qualifications to specific user type.
SELECT personalQualificationID, qualificationName, schemeAcronym, dateAwarded, name, surname
FROM PersonalQualification, Qualification, Scheme, User WHERE
PersonalQualification.qualificationID=Qualification.qualificationID AND
Scheme.schemeID=Qualification.schemeID AND PersonalQualification.awardBy=User.userID AND
PersonalQualification.userID='$userID' ORDER BY qualificationName
11. Listing the courses on which the scout is enrolled.
SELECT Enrolment.courseID, Enrolment.userID, Enrolment.courseRoleID, courseName, startDate,
endDate, location, Course.qualificationID, qualificationName, courseDescription, schemeAcronym,
typeID FROM Enrolment, CourseRole, Course, Qualification, Scheme WHERE
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Enrolment.courseID=Course.courseID AND Enrolment.courseRoleID=CourseRole.courseRoleID AND
Qualification.qualificationID=Course.qualificationID AND Qualification.schemeID=Scheme.schemeID
AND userID='$userID' ORDER BY startDate
12. Showing the member details as a result of search.
SELECT userID, name, surname, User.roleID, roleName FROM User, UserRole WHERE
User.roleID=UserRole.roleID AND email='$searchMember' AND User.roleID<>'4' AND isActive='y'
13. Showing the courses on which the scout is enrolled during a search.
SELECT enrolmentID, Enrolment.courseID, Enrolment.userID, Enrolment.courseRoleID, courseName,
startDate, endDate, location, Course.qualificationID, qualificationName, courseDescription,
schemeAcronym, typeID FROM Enrolment, CourseRole, Course, Qualification, Scheme WHERE
Enrolment.courseID=Course.courseID AND Enrolment.courseRoleID=CourseRole.courseRoleID AND
Qualification.qualificationID=Course.qualificationID AND Qualification.schemeID=Scheme.schemeID
AND userID='$userID' ORDER BY startDate
14. Checking the scout’s status of the event attendance.
SELECT userID, eventID FROM UserEvent WHERE userID='$userIDSession' AND eventID='$eventID'
15. Gathering the data to store in the session upon login.
SELECT User.userID, name, surname, gender, dateOfBirth, contactNumber, User.roleID, roleName,
isActive FROM User, UserRole WHERE UserRole.roleID=User.roleID and email='$email' and
password='$password'
16. Showing scheme details which belong to specific accreditors.
SELECT schemeID, schemeName, schemeAcronym, Scheme.accreditorID, Scheme.endorsementID,
accreditorName, endorsementName FROM Scheme left join Endorsement on
Scheme.endorsementID=Endorsement.endorsementID left join Accreditor on
Scheme.accreditorID=Accreditor.accreditorID WHERE Scheme.accreditorID='$accreditorID' ORDER
BY schemeName
Table 15 – Queries
Due to using the nested expandable menus, it was necessary to use variables from the parent panels
within the queries of child panels. This has allowed to populate each panel with the correct details.
The use of qulificationID='$qualificationID' (as an example) in the queries demonstrates that each
child panel was populated with the data relevant to the parent panel.
The ORDER BY enables to sort how the data from the query is presented. It is possible to sort the
data‐set in ascending or descending order by using the ASC or DESC keywords respectively.
However, to sort the data in the ascending order it is not essential to use the keyword as simply
stating ORDER BY will order the data in the ascending order by default.
The CURDATE() function in query 6 returns the current date in the format YYYY‐MM‐DD which has
allowed to make the date comparisons for the courses. This function can also be used to determine
the age of the user from their date of birth. Alternatively, NOW() and CURTIME() could be used
which return the time, however, as the time was not required they were not used.
The ABS() function in query 8 returns the positive value of a specific numerical expression. It was
used to correctly sort the order of the schemes. This is because using solely ORDER BY treated
numbers incorrectly and sorted numbers in 1, 11, 2 order. However, the ABS() function has allowed
to overcome this limitation and sort the numbers correctly; 1, 2, 11.
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Appendix R – MVC Pattern
The Model in this project is primarily the PHP and JavaScript files which process the requests
delivered by the Controller. The Model mainly facilitates the database manipulation through various
queries discussed earlier in the implementation chapter. As presented in Figure 57, the code begins
by checking whether the button with a unique id has been pressed. If it has been pressed, the
variables in the form View are being posted to the PHP Model for processing. When it comes to
connecting View to the Model, either GET or POST method can be used. The POST method submits
the data to the resource without showing the actual data in the URL bar. On the other hand, GET
requests data from a resource and embeds the data into the URL bar. This can be seen as a major
disadvantage for security critical systems as the user can manipulate the URL of the application in
order to embed malicious code.

Figure 57 – Model example
Consequently, each variable is being sanitised to prevent SQL injections. It is then necessary to run a
statement which will insert the newly entered data into the database. The mysqli_query() function
requires two parameters which are, the database connection attributes and the query name. It is
possible to write the query inside the function; however, it is seen as bad practice because the
overall code becomes hard to read and maintain. In order to connect to the database, the conn.php
file is included on each page which holds the connection parameters in a single file. This allows to
quickly change the connection parameters in cases when it is necessary to migrate hosts, because it
will only be necessary to change the connection details in one file. Once the data has been inserted
into the database, the JavaScript alert() will appear, informing the user that the transaction was
completed successfully and automatically redirect to the original page. In order to automatically
redirect the user to the previous page, document.referrer property has been used which gathers the
URL of the original file that loaded the current file and stores it in a variable. The variable is then
used in the window.location to redirect the user back to the previous page. Such approach has
numerous benefits, such as; not having to worry about changing all Model page files when the file
name of the View changes.
The Cascade Style Sheets (CSS) are one example of View in this project. It was necessary to create
two separate CSS files for this project in order to keep each sheet maintainable and easy to read.
Figure 58 demonstrates an example of both CSS files created for the SeaQuals application. Partition
1 shows the CSS for pages which can be viewed by everyone, namely; login, register and password
recovery. On the other hand, partition 2 shows the CSS for pages which can only be seen by the
members of the organisation, once they login. Both files are responsible for styling each page of the
application by targeting specific elements with the styling rules defined in each CSS file. As shown in
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Figure 58, both files apply different background colours to the pages which is a true benefit of this
modularised approach. This is because if only one CSS was used for all pages, it would be challenging
to change the background colour for the specific page group because there is no simple way to
differentiate them.

Figure 58 – View Example
The HTML pages are typically considered as View too. This project does have HTML but the overall
file is required to be of PHP type and is treated as Model. This is because the data which is displayed
on all pages is generated from the SQL queries. The use of MySQLi made it challenging to fully
achieve MVC pattern since the queries must be present inside the HTML code in order to
dynamically generate the nested expandable menu. Each query is presenting the data in the HTML
elements which are then styled using CSS to keep all pages consistent. By having defined CSS rules
for all elements, the developer does not have to spend time styling each occurrence of the element
and instead use same class name to apply the consistent styling options to each component.
The Controller will be represented by the browser in this project. As the application is developed to
be accessible through any modern browser, it will act as a middleman between the Model and the
View. The browser will listen for events and send requests to the Model once they occur. Once the
Model processes the request, the controller will display the response in the browser and repeat the
cycle. Such approach is highly dependable on the internet connection as the application will simply
not work without it.
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Appendix S – Expandable Menu Inner Layout
Having created the nested expandable menu, it was required to develop a style which will be
consistent for all user groups inside the panel. The Figure 59 outlines two methods of presenting the
information to the user, based on the context and the requirements. Both approaches display
textual information about the expanded element and offer a button to manipulate the element. It is
then necessary to have a line <hr> to separate the information from further expandable menu
elements to make the navigation more intuitive. An optional Add button will allow to add more
panels into the current expandable menu element which is one of the two differences between
Partition 1 and 2. As seen from Figure 23, the Edit and Add buttons differ in colour, this was
intentionally done to help each user distinguish different functionality easier.

Figure 59 – Expandable Menu inner arrangement
As anticipated, each expandable menu has eventually ended and there were no further panels to
expand. As shown in Figure 60, once there are no further expandable menu elements to display, a
table will be shown with the information belonging to the currently expanded panel. The table is
styled using the CSS to help maintain consistent style across all pages. In the table, the user will be
presented with Delete and Edit buttons to help manipulate the database records. The delete button
was intentionally placed closer towards the centre of the table as from the literature review it was
discovered that this area is less likely to be clicked. Therefore, this approach eliminates the
possibility of miss‐clicking and deleting a critical element from the system. As defined earlier, the
Add button is present underneath the table to follow earlier defined conventions.

Figure 60 – Table inside expandable menu
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Appendix T – Single page for several users
As discussed in the design chapter, the Instructor and Principal Instructor will share several pages,
therefore it is vital to define a set of rules which will prevent unwanted behaviour, such as;
preventing the Instructor carrying out tasks which are only intended for the Principal Instructor.
Based on the Functional Requirements it is easy to deduct which functions should be overlapping
and which should only be available to a particular user type. In order to prevent Instructor from
seeing certain page elements and avoid creating new identical page just for Instructor, sessions were
used. Through sessions it was possible to establish the user role and tailor the content towards that
role. Figure 61 shows how the Add new Course button was only made available to the Principal
Instructor, such approach will not display the button to different user types as the roleID will differ.

Figure 61 – Functionality dictated by sessions
Using the method demonstrated in Figure 61, several buttons have been adapted to match the
requirements of each user type. The outcome shown in Figure 62 clearly demonstrates the
difference between the functionality of two user types on the same page. The instructor has been
prevented from seeing Add new Course, Edit Course, Enrol new Staff and Remove staff from course
as a result of using sessions. Such approach has enabled to save vast amount of time because it was
necessary to create one page for both user types, instead of creating separate pages for them both.
This also allowed to keep the project consistent as the changes for both user types will be achieved
through one file, keeping the SeaQuals application maintainable post the project completion.

Figure 62 – Principal Instructor & Instructor Pages
Another concern arose when developing the scout marking functionality. It is known that each
course can have several members of staff, such as; health & safety, shore support and instructors
who have direct access to the course. Consequently, it was necessary to prevent all but the
Instructor and Lead Instructor from assessing scouts. It is awful to allow user who oversees health &
safety on the course to have any input towards the qualification, this can lead to unfairly assessing
the scouts. To overcome this, it was needed to run a query shown in Figure 63, partition 1 on each
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course to check whether the member of staff is an instructor or lead instructor on the course. If they
are, the application allows them to assess scouts, however, if not, the button will be disabled. In
partition 2, the PHP code either makes the button disabled or enabled, based on the outcome of the
query in partition 1.

Figure 63 – Checking role on the Course
The Figure 64 demonstrates the different view of the same page which has been achieved through
the use of code in Figure 63. It is clear to see that the assessing functionality is disabled for all the
roles except for the Instructor and the Lead Instructor enrolled on a course.

Figure 64 – Disabling functionality based on role
By correctly applying sessions, it was possible to save time during the implementation phase as well
as keep the project more maintainable. By making the buttons disabled, it allows the users to see
that the functionality exists but they are unable to use it, whereas if the button was entirely
removed, the instructor can potentially consider the system broken as the tables will be empty.
Furthermore, the scout assessing menu is stored in a separate file and is dynamically added to the
required pages, demonstrated in Figure 65. The single file is attached to the courses page as well as
the searching functionality. As discussed in the activity diagrams during the design phase, the
Instructor and Principal Instructor are able to assess each scout through the two interfaces.

Figure 65 – Attaching assessing menu
Using a single file has introduced more modularity into the code and ensured it is maintainable. It
also ensured that all changes to the marking menu are required to be done in a single place.
Similarly, the file can be attached to the other pages developed in the future in order to allow
marking scouts during the events, as an example.
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Appendix U – Security Measures
The SeaQuals application is estimated to be a private system available only for its members. It is
therefore vital to ensure that the people unassociated with the organisation are unable to create an
account. The passphrases demonstrated in Figure 66 are developed for each user type and are
stored in a PHP file, ensuring they are never visible.

Figure 66 – Passphrase variables
The Figure 67 illustrates the IF statements required to check each passphrase for a user group. If the
criteria is not matched, the user will be shown an error message asked to try again. Otherwise, if the
passphrase is correct, the account will be created.

Figure 67 – Checking Passphrases
Another implemented precaution ensures that the new accounts cannot reuse the email addresses
which already belong to the registered accounts of the SeaQuals members. The code demonstrated
in Figure 68 begins by running a query to check whether the supplied email from the form matches
any emails in the database. If there is a match, the user will be shown an error message, otherwise,
the account will be created given that all the other details pass the validation rules.

Figure 68 – Checking Email
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Appendix V – Functional testing
ID

FR ID

SCENARIO

1

1

1. User clicks ‘Edit Personal Details’
button.

2

1

2. User changes their name to 1234.

3

1

3. User changes their name to Adam.

4

1

4. User leaves surname field blank.

5

1

5. User enters text into contact number
field.

6

1

6. User enters surname and clicks ‘Save
Changes’ button.

7

1

7. User logs into the system.

8

1

8. User clicks ‘Change Password’ button.

9

1

10

1

11

1

12

2

13

3

14

3

15

4

1. User expands a course which they are
enrolled on.

16

5

1. User expands the events menu.

17

5

2. User selects a specific event and
expands the menu further.

18

6

1. User expands a list of events.

19

6

2. User clicks ‘Confirm Attendance’
button.

20

6

3. User expands same event.

21

6

4. User clicks ‘Decline Attendance’ button.

9. User enters Incorrect current password
and fills‐in other fields.
10. User enters correct current password,
creates new password and Incorrectly
confirms the new password.
11. User enters correct current password,
creates new password, correctly confirms
new password and clicks ‘Save Changes’
button.
1. User clicks ‘View personal
qualifications’ button.
1. User navigates to the homepage
2. User expands a specific course to view
further details.

EXPECTED RESULT
System opens modal which is displaying
user information held within the
system.
System displays an error message
informing the user that the name
cannot contain numbers.
System validates that the entered value
only contains letters by showing green
tick in the input field.
System displays a red cross in the input
field and informs the user that the field
cannot be left blank.
System displays an error message
informing the user that the contact
number cannot contain text.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message, suggesting
that the user must re‐log.
System displays user’s name as Adam.
System opens modal asking the user to
enter current password, create new and
confirm new password.
System alerts the user that the current
password is incorrect.

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

System displays a red cross in the input
field and informs the user of the error.

Pass

System validates all input fields and
displays success message, suggesting
that the user must re‐log.

Pass

System expands a menu displaying
current qualifications of the user.
System displays all associated courses.
System displays all details relevant to
the course
System displays all course details with a
list of complete and incomplete
components of the qualification.
System displays all events within the
system.
System displays all event details.
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RESULT

System displays event information and
presents a button ‘Confirm
Attendance’.
System displays success message and
reload the page.
System displays ‘Decline Attendance’
button, thus proving that the user was
successfully enrolled onto the event.
System displays success message and
reload the page.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

22

6

5. User expands same event.

23

7

1. User expands the groups menu.

24

7

2. User clicks ‘Join Group’ button.

25

7

3. User selects an existing group and clicks
‘Join’.

26

7

4. User expands the groups menu.

27

8

1. User expands the groups menu.

28

8

2. User clicks ‘Leave Group’ button.

29

8

3. User expands the groups menu.

30

9

1. User clicks ‘Add new Course’ button.

31

9

2. User enters course name, description,
start date and end date.

32

9

3. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into location.

33

9

4. User changes location to be Kingston.

34

9

5. User clicks ‘Add Course’ button.

35

9

6. User expands all Courses.

36

10

1. User selects a specific course and clicks
‘Edit Course’.

37

10

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into course name.

38

10

3. User changes the course name and fills
out the remaining information.

39

10

4. User clicks ‘Save Changes’ button.

40

10

5. User expands all Courses.

41

11

1. User clicks ‘Explore Qualifications’
button.

42

11

2. User selects a specific qualification and
expands it.

43

12

1. User expands a specific Course.

44

12

2. User expands the ‘Enrolled Staff’ panel.

45

12

3. User clicks ‘Enrol new Staff’ button.

46

12

4. User enters all the required
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System displays ‘Confirm Attendance’
button, thus proving that the user was
successfully removed from the event.
System displays group information of
the enrolled group.
System opens modal, allowing the user
to join an existing group.
System displays success message and
reloads the page.
System displays group information of
the enrolled group.
System displays group information of
the enrolled group.
System displays success message and
reloads the page.
System asks the users to become a
member of new group.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
is correct by showing green tick in the
input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System displays all Courses as well as
newly entered Course.
System opens modal displaying the
course information held within the
system.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System displays all Courses as well as
the recently edited Course.
System expands the menu, showing the
necessary information.
System displays all necessary
information about the selected
qualification.
System displays course information and
2 panels titled: ‘Enrolled Scouts’ and
‘Enrolled Staff’.
System displays all enrolled staff on the
course and a button to add more staff.
System opens modal asking to enter
necessary details.
System validates that the entered

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

information.

47

12

48

13

49

13

50

13

51

13

52

13

53

14

54

14

55

15

56

15

57

16

58

16

59

16

60

16

61

16

62

17

63

17

64

17

65

17

66

17

67
68

18
19

69

20

70

20

71

20

72

20

values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
5. User clicks ‘Enrol’ button.
displays success message.
System displays course information and
1. User expands a specific Course.
2 panels titled: ‘Enrolled Scouts’ and
‘Enrolled Staff’.
System displays all enrolled staff on the
2. User expands the ‘Enrolled Staff’ panel.
course and a button to add more staff.
3. User clicks delete icon next to the staff
System asks the user to confirm if they
they wish to remove from Course.
truly wish to remove the staff.
System does not update the database
4. User clicks ‘No’.
and takes the user back to the page.
System removes the staff from the
5. User clicks ‘Yes’.
course and displays success message.
1. User enters the Instructor’s email in the System validates that the search bar is
search bar.
not empty by displaying a green tick.
2. User clicks ‘Search’ button.
System displays the Instructor’s details.
1. User clicks ‘Audit scout’s qualification’
System opens modal, displaying the
button.
necessary information.
2. User clicks ‘Audit’ next to the
System displays success message and
completed qualifications.
reloads the page automatically.
System opens modal with the required
1. User clicks ‘Add new Event’ button.
input fields.
System validates that the entered
2. User enters event name, start date, end
values are entered correctly by showing
date and location.
green tick in each input field.
3. User attempts to enter more characters System prevents the user from entering
than it is allowed into location.
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
4. User changes location to be Kingston.
is correct by showing green tick in the
input field.
System validates all input fields and
5. User clicks ‘Add Event’ button.
displays success message.
System opens modal displaying the
1. User selects a specific event and clicks
course information held within the
‘Edit’.
system.
2. User attempts to enter more characters System prevents the user from entering
than it is allowed into event name.
more characters.
System validates that the entered
3. User changes the event name and
values are entered correctly by showing
enters the remaining information.
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
4. User clicks ‘Save Changes’ button.
displays success message.
System displays all Events as well as the
5. User expands all Events.
recently edited Event.
Requirement was not implemented because it was out of scope.
Requirement was not implemented because it was out of scope.
1. User clicks ‘View personal
System expands a menu displaying are
qualifications’ button.
current qualifications of the user.
System opens modal asking to enter
2. User clicks ‘Add new Qualification’
specific information.
System validates that the entered
3. User enters all the required
values are entered correctly by showing
information.
green tick in each input field.
4. User clicks ‘Add’ button.
System validates all input fields and
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Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

73

21

1. User expands a specific Course.

74

21

2. User expands the ‘Enrolled Scouts’
panel.

75

21

3. User clicks ‘Enrol new Scout’ button.

76

21

4. User enters all the required
information.

77

21

5. User clicks ‘Enrol’ button.

78

22

1. User expands a specific Course.

79

22

2. User expands the ‘Enrolled Scouts’
panel.

80

22

3. User selects a specific scout and
expands the menu further.

81

22

4. User clicks ‘Remove from Course’
button.

82

22

5. User clicks ‘No’.

83

22

6. User clicks ‘Yes’.

84

23

85

23

86

24

87

24

2. User clicks ‘Assess’ button.

88

24

3. User changes his mind and clicks
‘Change to Incomplete’ button.

89

24

4. User clicks ‘No’.

90

24

5. User clicks ‘Yes’.

91

25

1. User selects a specific scout.

92

25

2. User clicks ‘Deactivate account’.

93

25

3. User clicks ‘No’.

94

25

4. User clicks ‘Yes’.

95

26

1. User clicks ‘Add new Accreditor’ button.

96

26

97

26

1. User enters the Scout’s email in the
search bar.
2. User clicks ‘Search’ button.
1. User selects a specific scout and specific
component.

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.
3. User changes name and enters
acronym.
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displays success message.
System displays course information and
2 panels titled: ‘Enrolled Scouts’ and
‘Enrolled Staff’.
System displays all enrolled scouts on
the course and a button to add more
scouts.
System opens modal asking to enter
necessary details.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System displays course information and
2 panels titled: ‘Enrolled Scouts’ and
‘Enrolled Staff’.
System displays all enrolled scouts on
the course and a button to add more
scouts.
System displays all scout details as well
as the button to remove from course.
System asks the user to confirm if they
truly wish to remove the scout from the
course.
System does not update the database
and takes the user back to the page.
System removes the scout from the
course and displays success message.
System validates that the search bar is
not empty by displaying a green tick.
System displays the Scout’s details.
System displays a list of unmarked
components for the scout.
System displays a success message and
reloads the page.
System asks the user to confirm if they
truly want to revert.
System does not update the database
and takes the user back to the page.
System removes the mark from the
scout and displays success message.
System displays a list of available
options.
System asks the user to confirm if they
truly want to deactivate the account.
System does not update the database
and takes the user back to the page.
System deactivates scout and displays
success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

98

26

4. User clicks ‘Add’.

99

27

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Accreditor.

100

27

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into acronym

101

27

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

102

27

4. User changes acronym to fit within the
character limit.

103

27

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

104

28

1. User clicks ‘Add new Scheme’ button.

105

28

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.

106

28

3. User changes name and enters acronym

107

28

4. User selects accreditor and
endorsement from drop‐down.

108

28

5. User clicks ‘Add’.

109

29

110

29

111

29

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

112

29

4. User changes acronym to fit within the
character limit.

113

29

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

114

30

115

30

116

30

3. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

117

30

4. User clicks ‘Add’.

118

31

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Endorsement.

119

31

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.

120

31

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Scheme.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into acronym.

1. User clicks ‘Add new Endorsement’
button.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.
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green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected
Accreditor.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets all fields to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System displays a drop‐down for the
fields which contain data from the
system and validates that the selected
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected Scheme.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets all fields to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
is entered correctly by showing green
tick in the input field.
System validates the input field and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected
Endorsement.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets the field to display
information held within the database.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

121

31

4. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

122

31

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

123

32

124

32

125

32

3. User changes name and enters order.

126

32

4. User selects scheme from the drop‐
down.

127

32

5. User clicks ‘Add’.

128

33

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Qualification.

129

33

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.

130

33

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

131

33

4. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

132

33

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

133

34

134

34

135

34

3. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

136

34

4. User selects topic and qualification
from the drop‐down.

137

34

5. User clicks ‘Add’.

138

35

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Qualification.

139

35

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed as name.

140

35

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

141

35

4. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

142

35

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

1. User clicks ‘Add new Qualification’
button.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed

1. User clicks ‘Add new Component’
button.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.
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System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in the input fields.
System displays a drop‐down for the
field which contains data from the
system and validates that the selected
value is entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates the input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected
Qualification.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets the field to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
is entered correctly by showing green
tick in the input fields.
System displays a drop‐down for the
fields which contain data from the
system and validates that the selected
value is entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates the input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected
Qualification.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets the field to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

143

36

1. User clicks ‘Add new Topic’ button.

144

36

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name

145

36

3. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

146

36

4. User selects type from the drop‐down.

147

36

5. User clicks ‘Add’.

148

37

149

37

150

37

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

151

37

4. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

152

37

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

153

38

1. User clicks ‘Add new Type’ button.

154

38

2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.

155

38

3. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

156

38

4. User clicks ‘Add’.

157

39

158

39

159

39

3. User clicks ‘Reset to Default’.

160

39

4. User changes name to fit within the
character limit.

161

39

5. User clicks ‘Save Changes’.

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Topic.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.

1. User clicks Edit button under the
desired Type.
2. User attempts to enter more characters
than it is allowed into name.
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displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
is entered correctly by showing green
tick in the input fields.
System displays a drop‐down for the
field which contains data from the
system and validates that the selected
value is entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates the input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected Topic.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets the field to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates all input fields and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the required
input fields.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System validates that the entered value
is entered correctly by showing green
tick in the input field.
System validates the input field and
displays success message.
System opens modal with the
information about the selected Type.
System prevents the user from entering
more characters.
System resets the field to display
information held within the database.
System validates that the entered
values are entered correctly by showing
green tick in each input field.
System validates the input field and
displays success message.

Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Appendix W – Non‐Functional Testing
ID

NFR AREA

SCENARIO
Check password field in the Database
User table.

1

Security

2

Security

Attempt to create an account with
registered email.

3

Security

Attempt to create an account with new
email, not recognised by the system.

4

Security

5

Security

6

Security

7

Security

8

Security

9

Security

10

Security

11

Security

12

Security

13

Security

14

Security

15

Security

16

Security

17

Security

18

Security

19

Security

20

Security

21

Security

22

Security

23

Security

24

Security

25

Security

Access home.php using Instructor’s
account.
Access home.php using Scout’s account.
Access scoutSettings.php using Principal
Instructor’s account.
Access scoutSettings.php using Scout’s
account.
Access editPersonalDetails.php using
Curriculum Designer’s account.
Access curriculum.php using Scout’s
account.
Access curriculum.php using Curriculum
Designer’s account.
Access courseInstructors.php using
Scout’s account.
Access courseInstructors.php using
Instructor’s account.
Access memberInstructors.php using
Curriculum Designer’s account.
Access memberInstructors.php using
Principal Instructor’s account.
Access adminInstructor.php using
Instructor’s account.
Access adminInstructor.php using
Principal Instructor’s account.
Access exploreQualifications.php using
Scout’s account.
Access exploreQualifications.php using
Principal Instructor’s account.
Recover password using the provided
password recovery functionality by
supplying correct email address.
Recover password using the provided
password recovery functionality by
supplying incorrect email address.
Login to the system providing correct
credentials.
Login to the system providing incorrect
credentials.
Check that all 11 pages of the
qualifications are Secure.
Attempt to create Scout’s account and
provide incorrect passphrase.
Attempt to create Scout’s account and
provide correct passphrase.
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EXPECTED RESULT
All passwords must be hashed
using sha1 algorithm.
System must not allow to create
an account with email address
which already exists in database.
System allows to create an
account, given that all other input
fields fulfil the validation rules.
System should automatically
redirect to the login page.
System should display the page.
System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

RESULT
Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
redirect to the login page.

Pass

System should display the page.

Pass

System should automatically
generate new password and send
an email to the provided email.
System should display an error
message, informing the user that
provided email does not exist.
System must grant access to the
user and setup sessions.
System must display an error and
ask the user to try again.
The URL should display Secure and
address must start with HTTPS.
System must display an error and
ask the user to try again.
System allows to create Scout’s
account.

Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Attempt to create Instructor’s account
and provide incorrect passphrase.
Attempt to create Instructor’s account
and provide correct passphrase.
Attempt to create Principal Instructor’s
account and provide incorrect
passphrase.
Attempt to create Principal Instructor’s
account and provide correct passphrase.
Attempt to create Curriculum Designer’s
account and provide incorrect
passphrase.
Attempt to create Curriculum Designer’s
account and provide correct passphrase.
Check latency of completing an action
using stopwatch.

26

Security

27

Security

28

Security

29

Security

30

Security

31

Security

32

Performance

33

Performance

Run 5 queries in the database.

34

Compatibility

Login to SeaQuals from iPhone 6.

35

Compatibility

Login to SeaQuals from iPad mini 4.

36

Compatibility

37

Compatibility

38

Compatibility

39

Compatibility

40

Compatibility

41

Compatibility

42

Compatibility

43

Compatibility

44

Compatibility

45

Design

46

Design

47

Design

48

Design

49

Design

50

Design

51

Design

Login to SeaQuals from Samsung Galaxy
S7.
Login to SeaQuals from Samsung Galaxy
Tab S2.
Login to SeaQuals from desktop PC
running Windows OS.
Login to SeaQuals from MacBook Pro
running macOS.
Login to SeaQuals from latest Internet
Explorer browser.
Login to SeaQuals from latest Google
Chrome browser.
Login to SeaQuals from latest Mozilla
Firefox browser.
Login to SeaQuals from latest Opera
browser.
Login to SeaQuals from latest Safari
browser.
Navigation Bar identical on all pages for
Scout.
Navigation Bar identical on all pages for
Instructor.
Navigation Bar identical on all pages for
Principal Instructor.
Navigation Bar identical on all pages for
Curriculum Designer.
Consistent nested expandable menu.
Refresh page to check behaviour of the
expandable menu.
Check the interface outside during a
sunny weather.
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System must display an error and
ask the user to try again.
System allows to create
Instructor’s account.

Pass
Pass

System must display an error and
ask the user to try again.

Pass

System allows to create Principal
Instructor’s account.

Pass

System must display an error and
ask the user to try again.

Pass

System allows to create
Curriculum Designer’s account.

Pass

The latency must be under 3 sec.

Pass

Each query must be returned in
under 2 seconds.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
Interface must automatically
adapt to the correct screen size.
User must be able to access the
system.
User must be able to access the
system.
User must be able to access the
system.
User must be able to access the
system.
User must be able to access the
system.
There must be 4 buttons and the
SeaQuals title.
There must be 4 buttons and the
SeaQuals title.
There must be 5 buttons and the
SeaQuals title.
There must be 3 buttons and the
SeaQuals title.
Each parent panel should expand
correct child panel.
The earlier expanded panels must
be open after page refresh.
All interface elements must be
visible.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

